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ExECUTIvE SUmmARY 
Rationale
This report prepared by the C4D Network was commissioned by UNICEF to provide 

an overview of  the practice of  Communication for Development (C4D) in the context of  
peacebuilding. It is intended to be a resource document that sheds light and reflects on the 
entry points and main challenges encountered in C4D practice when addressing conflict-
related issues and dynamics. It contributes to this important area of  work by presenting 
examples of  strategies and approaches that inform C4D efforts in peacebuilding, while 
signposting readers to a series of  additional resources that can help to expand their range 
of  considerations and learning.

Despite the existence of  a large number of  publications in the area of  media and 
communication for peace, the rationale that has driven the production of  this document 
was the need for a single document to bring together reflections and lessons learned within 
a structured overall framework of  Communication for Development in Peacebuilding. 
This field is becoming increasingly important in the work of  UNICEF, which recognises 
the significance of  implementing a diverse range of  interventions to support the social 
cohesion, resilience and engagement of  communities; the capacity of  practitioners and 
organizations to mobilize, facilitate dialogue and engage citizens ; the physicial, mental 
and emotional wellbeing of  children, young people and their families in conflict-affected 
areas of  the world.

The significance of  C4D in Peacebuilding at present is particularly evident also in the 
context of  the inclusion of  a Sustainable Development Goal (SDG 16) that focuses on 
building inclusive and peaceful societies, and with the release of  three major peace and 
conflict reviews from the UN System (discussed in the report) that encourage the agencies 
and their partners to work together towards a coordinated response to violent conflict.

method
Due to the lack of  parameters that define this particular field and to the absence of  a 

specific body of  literature, the preparation of  this document has seen an iterative process 
that has relied primarily on a review of  a number of  publications in the areas of  Peace 
& Conflict, Media & Communication, and Communication for Development & Social 
Change. These include practical resources from UN agencies and non-governmental 
organisations (NGOs), starting with reports known by the authors through their 
professional experience and those provided by UNICEF. Additional material was also 
gathered through conversations with a range of  experts in these fields. The scope of  
the literature review was broadened by gathering material through conversations with a 
range of  experienced actors in the field, representing an array of  organizations through 
interaction online and offline with the C4D Network’s global membership of  practitioners, 
as well as with UNICEF country offices worldwide. 

While the selection of  sources included here is by no means exhaustive, the purposive 
method adopted by the authors has provided a compact framework that is representative 
of  the interdisciplinary nature of  C4D in Peacebuilding, both as a research field and as 
an area of  practice.
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Framing concepts
In UNICEF’s earlier publication on ‘Global mapping of  Communication for 

Development Interventions in Peacebuilding and Conflict Transformation’, C4D in 
Peacebuilding has been defined as: 

‘…a social process that fosters dialogue and meaningful conversations to reduce and 
prevent the risk of  conflict or relapse into it. By using a range of  participatory tools 
and methods, C4D in peacebuilding creates safe spaces for discussing both the causes 
and consequences of  conflict, as well as ‘normal and everyday life’. This process 
generates transformation at all levels by promoting listening, debating, building trust, 
learning to appreciate differences, sharing knowledge, developing skills, formulating and 
implementing policies, and learning in order to lay the foundations of  a sustainable and 
durable peace’1.

With this new document, the importance of  applying a Socio-Ecological model (SEm) 
in the design of  C4D in Peacebuilding strategies is once again emphasized. This model, 
originally developed by Bronfenbrenner in 1979, incorporates and interconnects different 
levels of  action that recognise the underlying influences that shape a social system. 
UNICEF C4D adaptation of  this model has identified key areas of  interventions in its 
programming, which span from the Individual and Family level to the Interpersonal and 
Community; Institutional; and Policy System levels. 

The document also outlines the four dimensions of  behaviour change communication, 
social change communication, mobilisation and advocacy that UNICEF defines as the core 
approaches constituting C4D practice. Each of  these four C4D approaches corresponds 
loosely with one of  the levels of  the socio-ecological model previously outlined. Similar 
to any development issue, the application of  this model is as critical in the context of  C4D 
in Peacebuilding, where in order to decrease the incidence of  conflict, it is important to 
consider all influencing factors and intervene at multiple levels.

The literature reviewed in the report underscores the fact that behaviours and practices 
cannot be detached from the beliefs, values, social and cultural norms that are embedded 
in people’s lives. Thus, C4D in Peacebuilding involves a two-way process where knowledge 
and ideas are shared through different communication tools with the aim of  increasing 
awareness of  barriers and opportunities, empowering individuals and communities 
with skills and platforms for exchange, expression and action, with the ultimate goal of  
improving their conditions.

A further conceptual framework relevant to this field, as highlighted by the authors, is 
UNICEF’s Lifecycle Approach, which takes into account different age groups requiring 
specific strategies (i.e. young children, school-age children, older adolescents and youth) 
and additional segments within those when designing an intervention. Segmenting the 
population into social groups is crucial not only to identify the most suitable entry points 
and communication approaches, but also to develop methods for inter-generational 
engagement. 

Special considerations
The literature commonly refers to a framework of  Conflict Phases, which implies 

the need for different types of  responses corresponding with three main phases of  
conflict2: (i) Pre-violent conflict, concerned with early warning and conflict prevention 
mechanisms; (ii) Acute violent conflict, which includes a focus on service provision and 
risk mitigation, and (iii) Post-violent conflict, which focuses on rebuilding peace while 
creating engagement and trust. The report illustrates the type of  factors that need to 
be considered for C4D in Peacebuilding to ensure that each response is tailored to the 
specific phase of  conflict. For example, in the Pre-violent conflict phase emphasis must 
be placed on balanced media reporting to neutralise hate speech and sectarian media 
and to provide information that can redress rumors. During the Acute violent conflict 
phase, C4D efforts must focus on strategies that meet the need for timely and accurate, 
life-saving information on access to essential services and on the status of  the conflict. In 
the Post-violent conflict phase, facilitating national dialogue and a proactive reconciliation 
process is an important part of  the role of  C4D.

1  Spadacini, B. (2013) Global mapping of  Communication for Development (C4D) Interventions in 
Peacebuilding and Conflict Transformation, UNICEF C4D Unit, New York, p.4.

2  Brahm, E. (2003) Conflict Stages, in Burgess, G. and Burgess, H. (Eds.) Beyond Intractability, Conflict 
Information Consortium, University of  Colorado, Boulder
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While the definitions of  these phases are helpful, the complexity of  defining linear 
conflict scenarios across diverse and dynamic settings is also acknowledged. This advises 
us to place emphasis on analysing the causes of  conflict and to adopt a level of  flexibility 
and responsiveness in order to encompass and address this complexity more effectively.

The report also emphasizes the need for special consideration of  gender issues, 
recognising that social determinants commonly influence gender roles in different types 
of  conflict settings. As a result of  the changes in male and female roles brought about 
by the conflict, domestic and physical violence are likely to increase. Therefore, particular 
attention must be given to women, girls, and to issues of  masculinity in each context. 
During the Taliban regime in Afghanistan, for example, women who had become head 
of  households following the death of  their spouse were socially excluded, regarded as 
outcasts, and derogatorily designated as “unprotected women”.

Researching and understanding social norms is the first step to developing an effective 
C4D strategy that takes into account the contextual gender realities of  conflict and peace. 
The erroneous assumption that women and girls are always victims (and never agents) 
in the conflict or that men are always perpetrators can be an obstacle in engaging both 
women and men as active agents in peacebuilding. From a communication perspective, 
providing a safe space where both men and women can talk about their experience of  
the violence, creating opportunities for dialogue between opposing groups of  the same 
gender, and allowing for an exchange of  reflections among opposite genders can be useful 
in creating an environment that is conducive to peace. At the same time, UN agencies 
have acknowledged the equal role that both men and women have in rebuilding peace 
after conflict, re-examining the role of  male-dominated elites that typically engage in 
conflict resolution and negotiations.

Causal Analysis and C4D: barriers and connectors for peace 
Distinguishing the factors that either inhibit or promote peace is a central step in 

C4D in Peacebuilding work. On page 27, this report provides a graphic analysis of  the 
behavioural and socio-cultural determinants of  conflict, which offers a detailed overview 
of  the dynamics that lead to the eruption of  violence.

This graphic shows how each set of  causes is connected to a different level of  the socio-
ecological model. All the dynamics outlined should be considered as ‘possible scenarios’ 
and regarded as overlapping and flexible categories, rather than mutually exclusive. A 
central trait running through all levels is the issue of  power-relations, a dimension that 
C4D in Peacebuilding interventions must aim to question and centrally influence. More 
specifically, the design of  C4D in Peacebuilding initiatives should be grounded in the 
SEM with specific formats, approaches and platforms determined by their contextual 
elements:

CAUSES OF CONFlICT ON THE INDIvIDUAl AND FAMIlY lEvEl                                       
It is common that in a context of  conflict, individuals lack a sense of  self-efficacy and feel 

unable to influence their circumstances. As a result, their capacity to recognise and critically 
manage the sources of  conflict is affected. Both early child and adolescent development 
bodies of  literature recognise that providing children with peace competencies is a vital 
step to develop their resilience and to enable them to manage aggression and negotiate 
conflict. These comprehend skills such as tolerance, listening, empathy and cooperation. 
A relevant scenario includes domestic violence within the family unit: this perpetuates 
conflict inter-generationally and has a particular impact on all stages of  an individual’s 
growth, from early childhood to adolescence and youth. This scenario also includes lack 
of  emotional or material support, of  protection, and of  peaceful role models. Working 
on the individual’s identity and beliefs is therefore paramount. C4D strategies that focus 
on agency, role modelling and participation may offer some solutions; for example, a 
radio series whose storyline presents contrasting characters and shows the rewards that 
come with choosing to engage in positive vis-a-vis negative behaviour can be effective at 
achieving change.

CAUSES OF CONFlICT ON THE INTERPERSONAl 
AND COmmUNITY LEvEL                      

Conflict drivers at this level relate to an environment that provides insufficient space 
for people to meet, discuss, express their views, understand and appreciate differences, 
negotiate their needs or mediate conflict. A scenario might be that the conflict is driven 
by intolerance of  ‘the other’, by the creation of  ethnicity-based groups and by societal 
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division; the ‘normalisation’ of  violence or its acceptance as a social norm become the 
response to this context of  exclusion. Here, C4D strategies that focus on social cohesion 
and on the provision of  opportunities for developing positive relations amongst groups 
and building community resilience to conflict can be part of  the solution. Community 
dialogue, participatory theatre or community radio, for example, can offer an avenue for 
groups to communicate; share their concerns; find commonalities; look for solutions 
together; envision a new and collaborative future and work cooperatively on common 
goals.

CAUSES OF CONFlICT ON THE INSTITUTIONAl lEvEl    
Conflict at this level typically occurs due to a lack of  access to resources (including natural 

ones), to justice systems, and to an inequitable provision of  services. marginalisation from 
or within social services and lack of  access or demotivation in participating in civic life may 
drive citizens to resort to violence. C4D strategies that establish participatory planning 
and decision-making processes, use media to counteract stereotypes and redress media 
narratives, and build capacity of  media institutions and journalists in sensitive conflict 
reporting can lead to positive changes. media programmes that offer fair and balanced 
reporting of  an issue, or community forums that provide an institutional platform for 
dialogue and facilitate conflict management mechanisms, are effective communication 
tools in this context. 

CAUSES OF CONFlICT ON THE POlICY lEvEl    
A lack of  accountability impacts policies and legislation from the local to the national 

level. Triggers of  conflict might include a political election or an unexpected regulatory 
change that negatively impact a large part of  the population leaving them at a disadvantage. 
C4D strategies that focus on mechanisms for on-going citizen/youth monitoring and 
reporting to strengthen social accountability, engagement in planning and decision-making, 
and to enhance state-society relations can have a positive impact at this level. Advocacy, 
in particular, is an approach that is relevant in these circumstances, as campaigners can 
demand from their governments increased transparency and the formulation of  just 
policy. When facilitated with effective channels to reach the relevant decision makers, and 
equipped with convincing evidence, advocates are in many cases able to influence change. 

Citizen engagement mechanisms to address conflict prevention both at the institutional 
and policy level are important to connect community voices with decision-makers. These 
typically involve different forms of  communication (from face-to-face to digital) and 
various media channels (from radio talk shows to online platforms) that allow citizens to 
express their views to government institutions and receive feedback. While there is still 
a lack of  research in the use of  C4D for citizen engagement in peacebuilding, this is an 
important area that the field needs to expand.

Analysis: Platforms and interventions for C4D in peacebuilding
The landscape review reflects a range of  C4D in Peacebuilding strategies, platforms and 

tools that can be used to address the different phases of  conflict. Communication platforms 
include traditional and new media, interpersonal communication and participatory 
communication. While inter-personal communication is based on an exchange of  
knowledge and ideas that can take place either face-to-face or through social media, 
participatory communication involves the more purposive exploration and generation of  
new knowledge. This process is now often facilitated through the use of  communication 
technologies. In this report, we can find C4D in Peacebuilding interventions mainly under 
three different categories:

Interpersonal communication.  Approaches such as face-to-face dialogue, groups and theatre 
performances can facilitate this type of  communication, which is particularly effective at 
the individual and community level.  An example of  these activities are the Peace Clubs 
implemented by UNICEF Cote d’Ivoire; by bringing together parents, children, teachers 
and community members, the objective of  the Clubs is to reduce violence and promote 
peace. In the aftermath of  the Kenyan Post-Election violence, similarly, UNDP helped 
to set up local peace committees, where members of  different tribes who fought during 
the conflict were able to come together and discuss issues affecting their communities.

Media. This includes mainstream media, community or participatory media such as 
community radio and participatory video. Tv and radio can play a major role in both 
preventing conflict and addressing its causes by adopting positive language, images 
and information that can help to break stereotypes that have fueled inter-group hatred 
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and discrimination. In the Democratic Republic of  Congo, for example, Radio La 
Benevolencija set up early warning systems with the aim of  preventing the eruption of  
violence following the political elections. This was done by providing information that 
counteracted any incitement to violence, scapegoating and manipulation perpetrated by 
specific groups. In Nepal, Bangladesh and Kenya, BBC Media Action has designed Tv 
debate programmes that work towards creating a shared identity among their ethnically 
divided citizens. video is also a powerful channel in this context, with platforms such as 
mobile cinema used to promote messages of  peace and to encourage dialogue in conflict-
affected communities, as in the case of  the mobile Audiovisual Unit in mali.

Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs). The use of  ICTs in peacebuilding is 
an emerging field that is gaining ground both in research and in development practice. 
While the effective impact of  digital technology on peace requires further investigation, 
instruments such as mobile phones and social media have undoubtedly served as avenues 
to strengthen peace engagement and to create networks of  peacebuilders that have 
extended beyond a country’s geographical borders. ICTs have also been used in real time 
conflict-warning mechanisms; in conflict mapping, with platforms such as Frontline SMS, 
U-Report and Ushahidi; to create connections within populations affected by conflict; 
and to stimulate social and behavioral change.

C4D in Peacebuilding theory of  change
The report culminates with an effort to construct a Theory of  Change (ToC) for 

C4D in Peacebuilding. This was attempted by aligning the multiple behavioural and 
social determinants and manifestations of  conflict identified in the literature with the 
C4D interventions designed to reduce or prevent the risk of  conflict and to mitigate 
its negative consequences. By mapping these across all levels of  the socio ecological 
model the assumption underlying the ToC is that C4D approaches in the context of  
peacebuilding, as in any effort towards social and behaviour change, must address all 
levels of  the social ecology for a holistic and effective response. The ToC suggests how 
a careful consideration of  the drivers of  conflict, often intensified by social and cultural 
norms, can be addressed through the use of  tailored C4D strategies aimed at mitigating 
conflict dynamics and redressing realities distorted by violence. By doing so, the ToC 
helps to inform practitioners by providing a model for programme design that connects 
C4D practice with the achievement of  peacebuilding outputs and outcomes. Towards 
this aim, it articulates and defines the overall role of  C4D in the context of  peacebuilding 
programming.
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1�1 Rationale 
The aim of  this Overview is to present an introduction to the practice of  Communication 

for Development (C4D) within the Peacebuilding arena. The report seeks to highlight 
current scholarship as well as evidence of  practice and impact. It does not present a 
definitive study of  C4D in Peacebuilding, but wants to make a contribution to 
understanding this valuable area of  work while signposting readers to additional resources 
and reflections. 

This Overview is intended as a resource document to illustrate the main issues faced 
by C4D in a Peacebuilding context and to present examples of  projects and approaches 
to inform C4D efforts in Peacebuilding. This work has been commissioned by UNICEF 
and the primary audience is envisaged as UNICEF staff  and partners; however, it is also 
hoped that it provides a useful overview for all readers interested in the role and practice 
of  C4D in Peacebuilding. 

This document is intentionally broad because the field is broad; with a range of  
development, media, and peacebuilding approaches shaping the discipline from various 
perspectives and schools of  thought, each providing a different lens that is helpful to 
understand the complex set of  issues surrounding conflict transformation and peace.

UNICEF Rationale for this Work
This evidence-based study is in response to the need for a resource document providing 

a theoretical framework, summary of  reflections, and lessons learned from practice, to 
inform Communication for Development in peacebuilding. UNICEF’s new 4.0 and 3.0 
studies examine current trends and undertake projections of  future trends that will affect 
children and their families globally and, by extension, the work of  UNICEF and other 
development agencies. UNICEF’s 4.0 study predicts that conflict-related humanitarian 
crises (especially inter-country and inter-communal violence) will increase in scale, severity 
and frequency and will have a profound impact on the lives of  children and their families 
in the coming decade (UNICEF, 2013).

UNICEF’s Strategic Plan 2014-2017 states the need for “more explicit integration of  
humanitarian and development programming to promote resilience”, with peacebuilding 
defined as one of  the four pillars of  UNICEF’s resilience agenda. UNICEF Technical 
Note on Conflict Sensitivity and Peacebuilding (2012) highlights that all UNICEF 
strategies and programmes should be informed by conflict analysis, should be conflict 
sensitive and, where appropriate, should take a more explicit and systematic approach to 
building peace.

Insecurity and violent intra-state conflict are recognised as a primary development 
challenge across the world and a significant barrier to the achievement of  International 
Development Goals and the fulfillment of  human rights, particularly children’s rights. 
In 2015, two milestones around UN peacebuilding were reached: one was the idea of  
supporting sustainable peace was highlighted in the Sustainable Development Goals, with 
the emergence of  goal 16; the other one involved the UN undertaking of  three major 
reviews related to peace and conflict. These were the High level Review of  the UN’s 
Peace Operations (HIPPO), Peacebuilding Architecture (AGE), and Women, Peace and 
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Security (SCR 1325) agenda. These reports made recommendations on how the UN and 
its partners must work together to respond to the dynamics and effects of  violent conflict 
as well as address its underlying causes for achieving sustainable peace. 

The three documents led to a resolution in April 2016 that expands the notion of  
peacebuilding (UNSC 2016) to include a definition of  “sustaining peace”. This now 
encompasses “activities aimed at preventing the outbreak, escalation, continuation and 
recurrence of  conflict … and should flow through all three pillars of  the UN’s engagement 
at all stages of  conflict”. These resolutions are not only important for the UN but for all 
actors engaged in peacebuilding.

C4D behavioural and social interventions can build community resilience, social 
cohesion and individual and household coping mechanisms, which are relevant in both 
emergency and development contexts. Hence C4D is important also for achieving the 
objectives laid out both in the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and in UNICEF’s 
Strategic Plan. Yet, in order to address the complex situations in conflict settings, there is 
a need for well-planned and evidence-based Communication for Development strategies 
that will address drivers of  conflict and influence change at individual, community and 
societal levels. This documents presents a set of  models and recommendations on how to 
engage in this type of  programming.

1�2 The structure of  this document 
•  section 1: The report begins with a brief  introduction to the rationale for this overview 
of  the field of  C4D in Peacebuilding and with the specific logic that has driven its 
commissioning by UNICEF. The structure and organising categories and frameworks 
used for this study are then introduced, followed by the research criteria applied in the 
preparation of  this document and the acknowledgement of  contributors. 
•  section 2: This section presents an overview of  the terms and definitions used in C4D 
in Peacebuilding. It also introduces common frameworks that are used by UNICEF in 
approaching this area: these include the Socio-Ecological model (SEm), the UNICEF 
lifecycle Approach, and the diverse approaches to analysing conflict settings. 
•  section 3: This section focuses on the current context of  C4D in Peacebuilding, 
including current research and the evolving conflict and communication contexts.  
•  section 4: This section introduces the areas of  focus for analysis within C4D in 
Peacebuilding. This includes literature on Peace & Conflict Studies and an analysis of  
causes and dynamics of  conflict. Behaviour and social determinants of  conflict and 
peacebuilding are also discussed. While acknowledging that this is a large area of  ongoing 
study, a small illustrative sample is shared of  causes of  conflict at different levels using 
the framework of  the Socio-Ecological model: these include psychosocial drivers and 
triggers at the individual and family level, social exclusion and lack of  social cohesion 
at the interpersonal and community level, and unequal access to resources and lack of  
political accountability and stability at the institutional and policy levels. 
•  section 5: This section presents an overview of  the practice of  C4D in Peacebuilding.  
It begins with an examination of  individual and social needs that arise in the context of  
conflict, and how C4D can respond to these needs across a variety of  settings through 
the stages of  conflict framework. In pre-violent conflict settings, empowerment as well 
as individual and group needs, and the need for ‘early warning’ are presented. The need 
for accurate information and peace communication is examined in the stage of  acute 
conflict; while in post-violent conflict stages the need for state building, and service 
delivery are explored. 

The range of  C4D in Peacebuilding platforms is then reviewed, with brief  descriptions 
of  what these platforms are and how they can be employed to help meeting those 
needs. Platforms include different types of  communication and media approaches such 
as participatory communication, interpersonal communication and mass media as well 
as community media communication.

A sample of  the range of  C4D in Peacebuilding strategies is then presented, with 
a focus on dialogical strategies, such as dialogue meetings and clubs, safe spaces and 
collaboration as tools for increased social cohesion. Other strategies highlighted include 
edutainment and amplification strategies to raise the voice of  children, women and role 
models; information and knowledge building strategies. Finally, media development 
is discussed as a specific strategy for strengthening peacebuilding capacity of  media 
institutions and journalists. 
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This section ends with the illustration of  a number of  projects and programmes from 
the field that provide practical examples of  the use that can be made of  the media 
and communication to address conflict issues. The cases presented here are critical to 
understand how the different approaches, platforms and strategies discussed in the 
previous pages are applied in (and tailored to) realities of  conflict. 
•  section 6: In this section, conclusions drawn from this overview of  the C4D in 
Peacebuilding sector are presented alongside some recommendations for practitioners. 
This section also highlights a gap in this area and the importance of  filling this vacuum 
with future research work.  

Organising Frameworks 
We are using the Socio-Ecological model (SEm) as an organising principle in this 

document. The SEM maps patterns of  influence and sites of  change for different groups of  
people starting from the individual level and progressing to macro levels. The articulation 
of  these levels varies slightly depending on the model being used. For the purposes of  this 
document these are: Individual and Family; Interpersonal and Community; Institutional; 
and Policy/Structural.

We are using the simplified Phases of  Conflict model for outlining and reviewing 
examples of  C4D interventions at different phases of  conflict. We do this for structural 
purposes while being aware that there are also other complex and multi-layered conflict 
settings, and that the context should always determine the C4D strategies employed. 

1�3 Research criteria
Peacebuilding is an evolving concept and C4D is an emerging field whose scope is 

particularly sensitive to accelerating changes in technology and to global politics and 
development. Without a clear set of  parameters or a well-established body of  literature 
and reviews on C4D and peacebuilding, this study has relied on an iterative process in 
order to source evidence. 

This involved working first with publications known through the authors’ professional 
experience, as well as from an initial landscaping of  the literature. These initial sources 
helped to identify specific core areas of  focus and frameworks that were useful to 
retrieve further relevant material. This iterative process was, by its nature, dependent on 
the authors’ subjective sense of  the intersection between C4D and peacebuilding. This 
means that evidence may have been overlooked in the first gathering of  literature, which 
would have informed a different structuring of  the frameworks to be used. Bias was 
nonetheless limited, and the scope of  evidence broadened by gathering material through 
conversations with a range of  experienced actors in the field, representing an array of  
organisations. A second limitation is the iterative nature of  this study, which presents a 
challenge in establishing its boundaries and completion. Time and financial restraints have 
dictated this.

As part of  this research process an accompanying ‘Annotated Bibliography’ was 
developed. This can be viewed online on the C4D Network as part of  the ‘C4D & Peace’ 
microsite.3 

Research steps and avenues for information gathering are summed up in the following 
points: 

 ○ A long-list bibliography of  100 publications was first compiled. This was informed 
by the authors’ professional experience; academic recommendations of  key 

3  “C4D Network”, C4dnetwork.ning.com, 2015 <http://c4dnetwork.ning.com/network-groups-hub/
c4d-peacebuilding> [accessed 1 June 2016]. C4D in Peacebuilding site: Annotated Bibliography con-
tents include: Names of  authors, Title of  publication/document, Year of  publication, Primary focus of  
document/intervention, Key findings. 

Inclusion criteria: Documents exploring, examining and demonstrating the relevance of  C4D peacebuilding: 
(i) Conceptually- or theoretically-driven work, (ii) Published between 1999 – February 2016, (iii) Global 
focus, on any country deemed within one of  the three phases of  conflict, (iv) and Evidence published 
in English. Exclusion criteria: Owing to the difficulty in clearly defining the scope of  ‘C4D’ in 
Peacebuilding, it was decided to exclude literature and evidence of  peacebuilding that was not explicitly 
concerned with behavioural and social change at population level. Psychological counselling, for ex-
ample, is an intervention relying upon communication between individuals, but is not classified here as 
‘C4D’ owing to its clinical, psychiatric level of  engagement with the individual. Interventions or studies 
where there was no demonstration of  strategic rigour and impact evaluation (even minimal reference) 
were also excluded. In addition, evidence of  interventions – both in pertinent literature and in actual 
impact evidence – was extensively gathered through interaction (online and offline) with the C4D 
Network’s global membership of  practitioners, as well as with UNICEF country offices worldwide.

C4dnetwork.ning.com
http://c4dnetwork.ning.com/network-groups-hub/c4d
http://c4dnetwork.ning.com/network-groups-hub/c4d
http://c4dnetwork.ning.com/network-groups-hub/c4d-peacebuilding/home
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documents; and UNICEF’s experience with peacebuilding, C4D and publishing. 
 ○ Grey literature also provided a key component of  this study, encompassing research 

and reports conducted by non-governmental organizations (NGOs), communi-
ty-based organisations (CBOs) and UNICEF Country Offices (COs). 

 ○ Through emails and in-person meetings, outreach was also conducted through C4D 
Network and UNICEF contacts within the organisations and country offices men-
tioned above. From the initial review and processing of  this large body of  evidence, 
a more rigorous and authoritative framework was established. 

 ○ The following electronic databases were used: Google, Google Scholar, JSTOR.
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http://www.c4d.org
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This section presents an overview of  the terms and definitions used in C4D in 
peacebuilding� it also introduces common frameworks that are used by unicef 
in approaching this area: these include the socio-ecological model (sem), c4d 
approaches and the unicef Lifecycle approach� 

2.1 Definitions 

2.1.1 Conflict & Peace Definitions 
PEACEBUILDING: 
Peacebuilding seeks to address the underlying conflict causes and dynamics (factors). In 
the UNICEF context, peacebuilding is defined as a range of  initiatives that help reduce 
the risk of  a lapse or relapse into violent, destructive conflict. Peacebuilding, framed 
as “Do More Good” programming, means working on conflict with the intention to 
produce peacebuilding outcomes. Peacebuilding involves a multidimensional range of  
measures to: i] reduce the risk of  a lapse or relapse into conflict by addressing causes 
and consequences of  conflict; ii] strengthen national capacities at all levels for conflict 
management; and iii] lay the foundations for sustainable peace and development.4

CONFLICT: 
Conflict is a broad concept with many facets; however, it is helpful to focus on a 
single definition within UNICEF provided by HATIS (Humanitarian and Transition 
Support). This states that conflict is present ‘when interdependent people or groups 
believe that their needs, goals or strategies are incompatible; conflict involves interests, 
memory, feelings, thoughts, perceptions, values, beliefs, history, culture, behaviours, 
actions, symbols and power.’5

CONFLICT SENSITIvITY: 
HATIS defines ‘Conflict sensitivity’ as the principle of  “Do No Harm”, this means 
working effectively IN conflict. This would include understanding the conflict context, 
understanding the interactions between interventions and the conflict context, acting 
upon the understanding to minimize negative impacts and maximize positive impacts, 
and acting upon changes in conflict dynamics by adjusting programming.6

CRISIS mANAGEmENT: 
Crisis management is defined as civilian and/or military intervention in a crisis that 
may be a violent or non-violent with the intention of  preventing a further escalation 
of  the crisis and facilitating its resolution. This definition covers peace mediation, 
peacekeeping and peacebuilding activities of  the international community.7

4 “C4D In Peacebuilding Workshop Presentation”, 2016. HATIS, UNICEF: C4D in Peacebuilding 
Workshop Presentation, Senegal, 2016

5 “C4D In Peacebuilding Workshop Presentation”, 2016.
6  Conflict Sensitivity Consortium, quoted in “C4D In Peacebuilding Workshop Presentation”, 2016.  For 

more information and training options about Peacebuilding, including conflict sensitivity and conflict 
analysis, please see the HATIS Training Module.

7  F. Fiedrich and B. van de Walle, “ISCRAm 2008 Proceedings”, in 5th International Conference on 
Information Systems for Crisis Response and management ISCRAm 2008: Special Session on ICT For 
Peace, 2016 <http://5th International Conference on Information Systems for Crisis Response and 
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2.1.2 Media Definitions 
mEDIA: 
The main means of  mass communication (broadcasting, publishing, and the Internet) 
regarded collectively.8 The term ‘media’ denotes both the various channels of  
communication that are mediated by technology such as print, broadcast and digital; 
and it also denotes the institution of  ‘media’ in society - which may include public and 
private and community media entities. 

mEDIA DEvELOPmENT: 
The term media development refers to evolution and change in the fields of  news 
media and communications. Such change relates to a range of  institutions, practices, 
and behaviours including the rule of  law, freedoms of  expression and press, education 
systems for journalists, business environments, capacities of  journalists and managers, 
as well as support for a diversity of  views in society. This evolution can be stimulated by 
donor support, private investment, or local processes of  change led by media owners, 
managers, journalists, media industry associations, and other collective efforts.9

ICTS: 
ICT (information and communications technology - or technologies) is an umbrella 
term that includes any communication device or application encompassing: radio, 
television, cellular phones, computer and network hardware and software, satellite 
systems and so on, as well as the various services and applications associated 
with them, such as videoconferencing and distance learning. They are generally 
discussed in relation to  ‘new’ technology and ‘new’ media, including internet-based 
communications, ‘digital’ media and ‘social media.’10

2.1.3 Communication for Development Definitions 
COmmUNICATION FOR DEvELOPmENT (C4D): 
UNICEF describes C4D as communication aimed at understanding people, their beliefs 

and values, the social and cultural norms that shape their lives. It involves engaging 
communities and listening to adults and children as they identify problems, propose 
solutions and act upon them. communication for development is seen as a two-
way process for sharing ideas and knowledge using a range of  communication 
tools and approaches that empower individuals and communities to take actions 
to improve their lives� 11 It is primarily focused on the core approaches of  behaviour 
change, communication for social change, social mobilisation and advocacy. media 
development is also a strategic part of  C4D. 

Another useful definition of  C4D is the one carefully agreed at the World Congress 
on Communication for Development held at FAO in Rome in 2006 and attended by 
UN, government, INGO and many other stakeholders. The Congress defined C4D 
as ‘a social process based on dialogue using a broad range of  tools and methods� 
it is also about seeking change at different levels including listening, building 
trust, sharing knowledge and skills, building policies, debating and learning for 
sustained and meaningful change�’ 12

COmmUNICATION FOR DEvELOPmENT IN PEACEBUILDING:
In UNICEF’s earlier publication on ‘Global mapping of  Communication for 

Development Interventions in Peacebuilding and Conflict Transformation’, C4D in 
Peacebuilding has been defined as: 

‘…a social process that fosters dialogue and meaningful conversations to reduce 

management ISCRAm 2008: Special Session on ICT For Peace> [accessed 1 June 2016].
8  “media”, Oxford Dictionaries, 2016.
9  “What Is media Development? - Center For International media Assistance”, Center for International 

media Assistance, 2016 <http://www.cima.ned.org/what-is-media-development/> [accessed 1 June 
2016].

10  margaret Rouse, “ICT (Information And Communications Technology - Or Technologies)”, SearchCIO, 
2016 <http://searchcio.techtarget.com/definition/ICT-information-and-communications-technology-
or-technologies> [accessed 1 June 2016].

11  “Communication For Development”, UNICEF, 2016 <http://www.unicef.org/cbsc/> [accessed 1 June 
2016].

12  “World Congress On Communication For Development: Default Book Series”, Elibrary.worldbank.org, 
2016 <http://elibrary.worldbank.org/doi/abs/10.1596/978-0-8213-7137-4> [accessed 1 June 2016].

http://www.cima.ned.org/what-is-media-development/
http://searchcio.techtarget.com/definition/ICT-information-and-communications-technology-or-technologies
http://searchcio.techtarget.com/definition/ICT-information-and-communications-technology-or-technologies
http://www.unicef.org/cbsc
Elibrary.worldbank.org%2C%202016%20%3Chttp://elibrary.worldbank.org/doi/abs/10.1596/978-0-8213-7137-4
Elibrary.worldbank.org%2C%202016%20%3Chttp://elibrary.worldbank.org/doi/abs/10.1596/978-0-8213-7137-4
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and prevent the risk of  conflict or relapse into it. By using a range of  participatory 
tools and methods, c4d in peacebuilding creates safe spaces for discussing 
both  the causes and consequences of  conflict, as well as  ‘normal and everyday 
life’� This process generates transformation at all levels by promoting listening, 
debating, building trust, learning to appreciate differences, sharing knowledge, 
developing skills, formulating and implementing policies, and learning in order to 
lay the foundations of  a sustainable and durable peace’.13

COMMUNICATION WITH COMMUNITIES (CWC): 
Communication with Communities refers to activities where the exchange of  information 

is used to save lives, mitigate risk, enable greater accountability and shape the response, 
as well as supporting the communication needs of  people affected by conflicts, natural 
disasters and other crises.  It is a term that is increasingly used in humanitarian response, 
which includes conflict crisis.14

SOCIAL NORmS: 
UNICEF define social norms as ‘a context-specific rule or behaviour that members 

of  a community follow in the belief  that others expect them to do so.  Compliance with 
a social norm is motivated by what individuals see others doing (empirical expectations) 
and by beliefs regarding what others expect her/him to do (normative expectations). 
Compliance also may be motivated by expectations of  social rewards for adherence to the 
rule (social status, admiration) and/or fear of  social sanctions for non-adherence (shame, 
harassment, exclusion).’15 

INTERPERSONAL COmmUNICATION:
Interpersonal communication is often defined as the communication that takes place 

between people who are interdependent and have some knowledge of  one other. It 
can take place in face-to-face settings as well as through media platforms such as social 
media. Face to face dialogue groups are important methods of  facilitating interpersonal 
communication. Interpersonal communication also can be created through performance 
(with actors relating to audiences, and with audience members participating in the 
performance16 – the theatre for development platform for example). Interpersonal 
methodologies work at the interpersonal or community levels of  the socio-ecological 
model. Interpersonal communication can play a role in healing, resilience and peacebuilding 
and carries the psychosocial benefits of  storytelling.17

PARTICIPATORY COmmUNICATIONS:
Participatory communication is an approach based on dialogue, which allows the 

sharing of  information, perceptions and opinions among the various stakeholders thereby 
facilitating their empowerment. It is not just the exchange of  information and experiences: 
it is also the exploration and generation of  new knowledge aimed at addressing situations 
that need to be improved. Participatory communication tends to be associated with 
community-driven development, but it can be used at any level of  the decision-making 
process (local, national, international), regardless of  the diversity of  groups involved.18

13  Spadacini, B. (2013) Global mapping of  Communication for Development (C4D) Interventions in 
Peacebuilding and Conflict Transformation, UNICEF C4D Unit, New York, p.4.

14  “CDAC Network | Resource Item”, Cdacnetwork.org, 2015 <http://www.cdacnetwork.org/tools-
and-resources/i/20151214145316-xg70r> [accessed 1 June 2016]. CDAC Network note that ‘meeting 
the information and communication needs of  such people increasingly is being recognised as a core 
deliverable in humanitarian response. It can save lives, mitigate risk, enable greater accountability and 
shape the humanitarian response.

15  UNICEF, Policy Brief: Abandoning FGm/C (Female Genital mutilation/Cutting) In Ethiopia, 2013 
<http://www.unicef.org/ethiopia/Abandoning_FGm_in_Ethiopia.pdf> [accessed 1 June 2016]. 

16   Joseph A. Devito, The Interpersonal Communication Book, 13th edn (USA: Pearson, 2011), pp. 1-25.
17  Imogen Wall, Still left In The Dark?: How People In Emergencies Use Communication To Survive 

- And How Humanitarian Agencies Can Help, 1st edn (london, UK: BBC Media Action, 2012) 
<http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/mediaaction/policybriefing/bbc_media_action_still_left_in_the_dark_
policy_briefing.pdf> [accessed 1 June 2016]. 

18  Herbert Bangura et al., Inclusive Peacebuilding: Recognised But Not Realised, 1st edn (Uppsala: Dag 
Hammarskjöld Foundation, 2015) <http://www.daghammarskjold.se/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/
DD63_DHF_final_web.pdf> [accessed 1 June 2016]; T. Tufte and P. mefalopulos, Participatory 
Communication: A Practical Guide, 1st edn (Washington DC, USA: World Bank, 2009) <http://
siteresources.worldbank.org/ExTDEvCOmmENG/Resources/Participatorycommunication.pdf> 
[accessed 1 June 2016].

Cdacnetwork.org
http://http://www.cdacnetwork.org/tools-and-resources/i/20151214145316-xg70r
http://http://www.cdacnetwork.org/tools-and-resources/i/20151214145316-xg70r
http://www.unicef.org/ethiopia/Abandoning_FGM_in_Ethiopia.pdf
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/mediaaction/policybriefing/bbc_media_action_still_left_in_the_dark_policy_briefing.pdf
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/mediaaction/policybriefing/bbc_media_action_still_left_in_the_dark_policy_briefing.pdf
http://www.daghammarskjold.se/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/DD63_DHF_final_web.pdf
http://www.daghammarskjold.se/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/DD63_DHF_final_web.pdf
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTDEVCOMMENG/Resources/Participatorycommunication.pdf
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTDEVCOMMENG/Resources/Participatorycommunication.pdf
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2.2 Concepts and Frameworks used for C4D in Peacebuilding 

2.2.1 Social Ecological model (SEm)
C4D in Peacebuilding employs the Social Ecological model (SEm) to analyse and 

respond to different contexts.  UNICEF C4D programme currently employs the SEm 
(as developed by Bronfenbrenner in the 1970s), as it enables programmers to analyse 
barriers and constraints across all levels of  the community. The resulting analysis informs 
interventions that encapsulate and interlink all levels of  action to address underlying 
multiple, systemic and intersecting influences. 

The SEM maps patterns of  influence and sites of  change for different sets of  people, 
according to ‘levels’ starting at the individual level and progressing to macro levels. The 
articulation of  the levels varies slightly depending on which model is being used. For the 
purposes of  this document these are: Individual and Family; Interpersonal and Community; 
Institutional; and Policy/Structural. The evidence shows that it is vital to consider level of  
intervention, and often to intervene at multiple levels, to effectively reduce conflict.19 This 
model identifies people and groups in concentric circles of  influence and matches them 
with corresponding C4D approaches (as shown in Figure 1): 

2.2.2 The Framework of  C4D approaches
C4D approaches are conceptualised within UNICEF to include (i) Behaviour Change 

Communication, (ii) Social Change Communication, (iii) Social mobilisation, and (iv) 
Advocacy. UNICEF supports primarily strategies across the behaviour and social change 
continuum, while emphasising that a combination of  approaches is required in order to 
ensure meaningful change is sustained. UNICEF’s nurturing of  both behaviour and social 
change approaches can be evidenced in a wide range of  initiatives.

BEHAvIOUR CHANGE COMMUNICATION: 
In the context of  Peacebuilding there is an important role for individual behaviour 

change as the psychosocial base for most conflict drivers, as well as for peace opportunities, 
19  E.l. Paluck, “Prejudice And Conflict Reduction Interventions”, in Oxford Handbook of  Intergroup 

Conflict, 1st edn (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2012)  <http://static1.squarespace.com/
static/5186d08fe4b065e39b45b91e/t/51e323eee4b0ebae3ad1c127/1373840366878/Paluck_Chapter_
Tropp+book+11.pdf> [accessed 1 June 2016].

http://static1.squarespace.com/static/5186d08fe4b065e39b45b91e/t/51e323eee4b0ebae3ad1c127/1373840366878/Paluck_Chapter_Tropp%2Bbook%2B11.pdf
http://static1.squarespace.com/static/5186d08fe4b065e39b45b91e/t/51e323eee4b0ebae3ad1c127/1373840366878/Paluck_Chapter_Tropp%2Bbook%2B11.pdf
http://static1.squarespace.com/static/5186d08fe4b065e39b45b91e/t/51e323eee4b0ebae3ad1c127/1373840366878/Paluck_Chapter_Tropp%2Bbook%2B11.pdf
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are on the individual’s level of  knowledge, attitude and behaviour. Behaviour change is 
a research-based consultative process for addressing knowledge, attitudes and practices. 
It provides relevant information and motivation through well-defined strategies, using a 
mix of  media channels and participatory methods. Behaviour change strategies focus on 
the individual as a locus of  change. For behaviours to change, certain harmful cultural 
practices, societal norms and structural inequalities have to be considered and addressed.

PEACEBUIlDING COMMUNICATION FOR SOCIAl CHANGE: 
In the context of  peacebuilding there is a need for not just individual behaviour change 

but also social change. There is a clear role for social change communication to advance 
peacebuilding change in societies in different conflict settings. Social change focuses on 
the community as the unit of  change. It is a process of  transforming the distribution of  
power within social and political institutions.20

PEACEBUILDING SOCIAL mOBILISATION: 
In the context of  peacebuilding, social mobilisation plays an important role in 

promoting peace and engaging communities. Social mobilisation is a process that engages 
and motivates a wide range of  partners and allies at national and local levels to raise 
awareness of  and demand for a particular development objective through dialogue. Social 
mobilisation seeks to facilitate change through a range of  players engaged in interrelated 
and complementary efforts.21

PEACEBUILDING ADvOCACY: 
In the context of  peacebuilding, advocacy plays an important role, particularly at the 

institutional and policy levels. Advocacy is a continuous and adaptive process of  gathering, 
organising and formulating information into argument, which is then communicated 
to policy-makers or other decision-makers and intermediaries. C4D works to allocate 
resources equitably and links the voices of  children, women and men from marginalized 
groups to upstream policy dialogue.22  

2.2.3 UNICEF Lifecycle Approach 
Another key framework that informs C4D in Peacebuilding practice is UNICEF 

Lifecycle Approach. Peacebuilding interventions must be thought about differently for 
different members of  the population in terms of  a) where to find them b) how to intervene 
in a way that is relevant (i.e. developmental appropriateness), c) how to strengthen the 
existing capacity/role of  agents of  change. It is also important to consider and promote 
inter-generational engagements. C4D is most effective when it targets specific, cohesive, 
self-identifying social groups who share preferred communications styles and methods, 
and the Lifecycle approach provides one valuable method of  segmenting the population 
into such social groups.

Early Childhood Development (ECD) i.e. pregnant women, or young children (birth to 7 
years) and their mothers

Early Adolescence (10-14 years) (roughly synonymous with Primary School age)
Late Adolescence (15-19 years) (roughly synonymous with Secondary School age)
Out of  school adolescents and youth 16-24 years 

20  “Behaviour And Social Change”, UNICEF, 2016 <http://www.unicef.org/cbsc/index_65736.html> 
[accessed 1 June 2016].UNICEF Behaviour and Social Change definition http://www.unicef.org/cbsc/
index_65736.html 

21  “Social mobilisation”, UNICEF, 2016 <http://www.unicef.org/cbsc/index_65175.html> [accessed 1 
June 2016].

22  “Advocacy”, UNICEF, 2016 <http://www.unicef.org/cbsc/index_42148.html> [accessed 1 June 2016].

http://www.unicef.org/cbsc/index_65736.html
http://www.unicef.org/cbsc/index_65736.html
http://www.unicef.org/cbsc/index_65736.html
http://www.unicef.org/cbsc/index_65175.html
http://www.unicef.org/cbsc/index_42148.html
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This section focuses on the current context of  c4d in peacebuilding; including 
current  research  and  the  evolving  peace  and  conflict  contexts,  and  evolving 
communication opportunities�

3.1 Research about C4D in Peacebuilding 

3.1.1 The literature 
Within the body of  literature on peace and conflict, there is analysis and description of  

the use of  communications in different aspects and stages of  conflict. A sizable portion 
of  analytical writing about communication, conflict and peacebuilding focuses on the role 
of  the media and the requirement for media development strategies to respond to needs 
in a variety conflict settings. As part of  this focus there is considerable attention paid to 
‘peace journalism’: ‘….. beyond the fast growing and still evolving literature on Peace Journalism – 
which is mainly dedicated to the nature of  news reporting of  conflict – precious little attention has been 
given to the interrelation between communication and peace by either community,’ note Hoffman and 
Hawkins�23 

C4D in Peacebuilding is cross-disciplinary in nature, encompassing media Studies, 
Communication for Development Studies, Peace Studies, Development Studies and 
more. Scholars working in this field may come from varied academic disciplines including 
the social sciences (anthropology, sociology, psychology), as well as other disciplines such 
as economics (behavioural economics), computing & technology etc. Commentators and 
academics are writing from the perspective of  these disparate disciplines. This has meant 
that leassons and reflections hasve been somewhat siloed within different disciplines 
and there is a lack of  cross-disciplinary learning and sharing within academia. Within 
the community of  practitioners, aspects of  C4D in Peacebuilding are also approached 
through various areas of  focus such as fragile states, humanitarian response and many 
other development areas. 

For the purposes of  this overview we are presenting the range of  what C4D ap-
proaches, platforms and strategies can do across the breadth of  conflict settings (from 
pre- to post-violent conflict). Since a distinction does need to be made between these 
responses and those that are specifically in support of  ‘peacebuilding efforts’, we try 
to highlight specifically ‘peacebuilding’ objectives. In doing so, we follow the definition 
of  peacebuilding as a strategic activity that seeks ‘to address the underlying conflict causes and 
dynamics…� [It] involves a multidimensional range of  measures to: i] reduce the risk of  a lapse or 
relapse into conflict by addressing causes and consequences of  conflict; ii] strengthen national capacities 
at all levels for conflict management; and iii] lay foundations for sustainable peace and development.’24

3.1.2 C4D in Peacebuilding - under-researched & under-theorised 
The diverse nature of  C4D in Peacebuilding means that there is limited coordinated 

research that is distinctive of  the field. While this may lead to think that the sector is 
under-researched within academic and practitioner circles, it is perhaps more appropriate 

23  Julia Hoffmann and virgil Hawkins, Communication And Peace: Mapping An Emerging Field 
(Abingdon, UK: Routledge, 2015), 4.

24 “C4D In Peacebuilding Workshop Presentation”, 2016.
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to recognise that there might be insufficient sharing or documentation of  such studies, or 
even more possible that these studies – when they do exist – remain confined within the 
boundaries of  other disciplines (i.e. media & communication) and fail to become part of  
the pool of  knowledge on C4D that is gradually developing. 

Recent studies have shown that Peacebuilding is not as extensively studied as conflict 
itself.25 It is noted that the link between peace and communication is yet to be effectively 
explored: ‘[t]he dynamics between peace and communication remains a hugely under-researched area of  
academic inquiry,’ writes Daya Thussu.26 

In the view of  many commentators the role of  communication is not sufficiently 
theorised as a strategic part of  peacebuilding by academics and practitioners. Hoffmann 
and Hawkins echo a number of  writers when they say that C4D in Peacebuilding ‘largely 
constitutes a plethora of  activities that are executed without much coordination, long-term orientation or 
eye for potential synergies and within a fragmented theoretical framework with very few institutionalized 
guiding norms and principles. … [There is] a widely acknowledged lacuna of  interdisciplinary 
perspectives on the field – there has been little bringing together of  relevant, but so far largely isolated, 
streams of  research to contribute to the emergence of  a more integrated agenda and active epistemic 
community that can contribute to ongoing reflection of  the meaning of, and requirements for, “peace” in 
our contemporary world�’27

Beyond the academic community, there is a similar perceived lack of  adequate thinking 
and research about C4D in Peacebuilding also in the practitioners’ sphere. Commentators 
such as James Dean, Head of  Policy at BBC Media Action, note that C4D in Peacebuilding 
is an under-theorised area of  practice. ‘We need really strong multi-disciplinary research, reflecting 
diverse approaches and perspectives, to better understand what we can do to support media that reduces or 
mitigates conflict and increases the chances of  people getting on with each other,’ he notes�28

3.2 The evolving contexts for peacebuilding and C4D
Both communication contexts and conflict context are rapidly evolving. Many aspects 

of  violent conflict have been changing; for example, the 1980s and 1990s have seen the 
occurrence of  between thirty and forty major armed conflicts. Over the past decade, 
conflicts have increasingly taken the form of  internal or interstate disputes over ruling 
or territory. There has been wide variation in the intensity of  these conflicts, from ‘low 
intensity’ guerrilla / government conflicts, to conflicts between relatively large and well-
equipped armies. Wars have been fewer but longer, and the developing world is where 
the majority of  these conflicts have taken place, with a predominance in Africa and Asia. 
There is a wide range of  ideological struggles and more fragmented and decentralised 
clashes (such as in Somalia and Rwanda). The nature of  war has changed: rebel groups 
appear to be the new armies; there is less battlefield engagement and an increased number 
of  civilians as victims.29 Lastly, the context of  ISIS and global fundamentalism, coupled 
with a strong use of  social media, has become a new reality. 

As Darian noted in 2000 ‘The global context is one of  rapid communication technology advancements 
and continued and varied conflict scenarios. In terms of  changes in communication in conflict and 
peace, while the tools of  propaganda have been used since ancient times, technological advances relating 
to communication have dramatically altered the practices of  warfare (arguably even bringing about a 
revolution in military affairs) and its very experience.’30 This is even more so today. As Hoffmann 
writes in 2015, ‘Since 1990 monumental changes have been witnessed in an array of  issues associated 
with conflict, peace and communication …. the complex and dynamic relationship between communication, 
in its many forms, and peace, in its many interpretations, is as relevant and as demanding of  our attention 
as ever before.’31 

25  John Gledhill, “Oxpeace”, 2016. A recent study by Oxford University which has done a meta-analysis of  
recent academic journal articles looking at the study of  peace and also conflict studies; looking at what 
was studied. The interim findings are that approximately half  of  all studies are on the ‘processes of  
conflict’, while only approximately a quarter are on ‘responses to conflict / peace-making’, and a very 
minor number of  studies have a mixed approach. 

26  Daya Thussu in Julia Hoffmann and virgil Hawkins, Communication And Peace: Mapping An Emerging 
Field (Abingdon, UK: Routledge, 2015), Forward.

27  Julia Hoffmann and virgil Hawkins, Communication And Peace: Mapping An Emerging Field 
(Abingdon, UK: Routledge, 2015), 6. 

28 27James Deane in Julia Hoffmann and virgil Hawkins, Communication And Peace: Mapping An 
Emerging Field (Abingdon, UK: Routledge, 2015), Forward.

29  J Dunne, “lecture 5: The Determinants Of  Conflict”. 
30  Der Derian, 2000).
31  Julia Hoffmann and virgil Hawkins, Communication And Peace: Mapping An Emerging Field 
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 ‘In recent decades the nature of  large-scale violent conflict has fundamentally changed from an era of  
‘wars’ to one that is characterised by complex political emergencies (CPEs). A number of  conceptual 
shifts have occurred in the attempt to better understand the nature of  these multiple ‘small wars’. Classic 
analytical frameworks focusing on the relationships between states, military capacities and strategies and 
international political economy are being put aside for more eclectic frameworks. These draw heavily on 
social and cultural theory, blend different theoretical elements together to analyse different situations, relate 
conflict to development and point to the inherent unpredictability of  conflict processes and outcomes.’32 

This leads us to re-think communication for peace as a dialogue between opposing 
parties that share a common space and belong to the same reality rather than between 
two separate and distant groups. This is an important factor that shifts the focus from the 
(inter)national to the community level, and encourages to view C4D as an instrument to 
re-establish connections rather than merely settling disputes.

(Abingdon, UK: Routledge, 2015), Forward.
32  Jonathan Goodhand, “From Wars To Complex Political Emergencies: Understanding Conflict And 

Peace-Building In The New World Disorder”, Third World Quarterly, 20 (2010), 13-26 <http://dx.doi.
org/10.1080/01436599913893>.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/01436599913893
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/01436599913893
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This section introduces the areas of  focus for analysis within c4d in peacebuilding� 
This includes analysis of  conflict and peace itself  and analysis of  conflict causes 
and  dynamics  of   conflict,  which  involves  the  identification  of   behaviour  and 
social determinants of  conflict and Peacebuilding. While acknowledging that this 
is a large area of  continual study, a sample of  illustrative examples of  causes of  
conflict at different levels based on the framework of  the Socio-Ecological Model 
is shared: this includes psychosocial drivers and triggers at the individual and 
family level; social exclusion and lack of  social cohesion at the interpersonal and 
community level; unequal access to resources and lack of  political accountability 
and stability at the institutional and policy levels� 

4.1 Diverse Approaches to Analysing Conflict Settings 
FRAmING CONFLICT 
There are a number of  different ways to conceptualise the complex aspects that make 

up conflict. Some analysts view conflict as a linear process, while others see it as more 
circular. John Paul lederach, a leading scholar in the Peacebuilding field, suggests that 
‘The key to create a platform for transformation in the midst of  social conflict lies in holding together a 
healthy dose of  both circular and linear perspectives.33 Academics and C4D practitioners approach 
‘conflict’ in a number of  ways – including looking at both ‘negative’ and ‘positive’ peace; 
using the framework of  ‘phases of  conflict’; or mapping the various ‘conflict systems’ at 
play in any given context. From the perspective of  UNICEF, conflict in the home and 
peacebuilding in the home, family and community, are also key areas of  focus. 

THE CONCEPT OF ‘NEGATIvE’ AND ‘POSITIvE PEACE’ 
Some analysts propose the conceptual framework of  ‘negative and positive peace’ to 

understand different contexts. “Negative peace” is simply the absence of  direct violence 
and war; however, it does not mean that risks of  destructive conflict have been addressed. 
“Positive peace” involves a broader mandate of  engagement and Peacebuilding. This 
includes the following elements: engaging in constructive conflict, minimising physical 
and structural violence, pursuing social justice and human rights, distributing power and 
resources equitably, promoting democratic participation, establishing equal protection 
and rule of  law, long-term economic and political development.34

RESILIENCE IN PEACEBUILDING 
Analysing the “factors for peace” besides the classic “factors of  conflict” is now accepted 

as good practice. Working on conflict and for peace means not only mitigating or reducing 
the effect of  “conflict factors” but especially, as often more impactful, reinforcing and 
amplifying existing factors for peace. This relates to the concept of  using “resilience” 
in peacebuilding. The widespread  emerging consensus is that a resilience angle is very 
important in peacebuilding. 35

33  John Lewis (2016). “Feedback on First Draft”, Email.
34  Anderson, Boulding and Galtung, quoted in “C4D In Peacebuilding Workshop Presentation”, 2016.
35  Ken menkhaus, making Sense Of  Resilience In Peacebuilding Contexts: Approaches, Applications, 

Implications, Geneva Peacebuilding Platform (Geneva: Geneva Peacebuilding Platform, 2013) 
<http://www.gpplatform.ch/sites/default/files/PP%2006%20-%20Resilience%20to%20
Transformation%20-%20Jan.%202013_2.pdf> [accessed 1 June 2016]; Erin mcCandless and Graeme 

secTion 4: anaLysis 
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1.  Resilience  defined  as  the  ability  to  maintain  a  positive  peace. This is, in 
essence, local conflict prevention. In this instance, a community is at peace and enjoys 
a ‘positive peace’ (not an imposed negative peace), but is then confronted by conflict 
pressures arising either from without or within. A resilient community is one that is able 
to successfully resist pressure to resort to violence as it resolves or manages the tension. 
In this scenario, the status quo is the goal and is perceived as good. Efforts to support 
this type of  resilience are best described as akin to the public health goal of  ‘inoculation.’ 
It frequently manifests itself  in extraordinary instances of  neighbourhoods, towns, or 
regions in conflict zones that are able to maintain high levels of  peace despite surrounding 
violence, even to the point of  becoming safe havens. 
2.  Resilience  defined  as  the  ability  to manage  the  process  of   transforming  a 

negative peace into a positive peace� This is also a form of  conflict prevention but 
it involves a very different set of  circumstances and strategies. Communities living in a 
context of  negative peace require different types of  resilience to help them both catalyse 
and then manage change toward positive peace. First, where communities are pressing for 
government reforms aimed at transforming a negative peace to a positive one (typically 
involving calls to end authoritarianism, ethno-hegemony or police repression) they must 
be resilient to government efforts to stoke local tensions as a form of  divide and rule. 
Second, when reform efforts begin to succeed, communities need resilience to manage 
peacefully the expression of  pent-up anger over past injustices and, in new democracies, 
build immunity in their communities against ethnic and sectarian mobilisation by political 
opportunists. Third, in instances where a repressive government begins to fail in the face 
of  insurgencies or popular protests, resilience manifests itself  in the ability of  communities 
to maintain peace and order in their towns and neighbourhoods even in the absence of  
police and the government security sector.36

CONFLICT SYSTEmS
The term ‘conflict systems’ is used here 

as an umbrella term to denote a wide 
range of  contexts and scenarios that 
may be perceived as conflictual. A key 
consideration is on the multiplicity and 
complexity that may exist in any given 
setting – with conflicts not being clear-cut 
but occurring simultaneously at different 
levels amongst different people. For 
example, the setting may be post-conflict 
in terms of  open warfare, but the issue 
may relate to a nascent conflict; hence it 
could also be understood as pre-conflict. 
At the ‘C4D in Peacebuilding’ workshop 
held in Senegal in April 2016, consensus 
was reached among participants that it 
was important - in the process of  conflict 
analysis - to map and consider all the 
aspects of  conflict in each situation. An 
illustration from UNICEF Somalia was 
offered that showed the tensions between 
regional conflict, nomad/settler conflict, communal clashes, conflict over land and water, 
armed criminality, piracy, radical Islam and more. This demonstrates how such a multi-
layered conflict system as the Somali one cannot be captured in an analysis as a linear 
process. The Civil War in 1991 was followed by multiple episodes of  armed conflict on 
multiple levels with multiple drivers and actors. This has led to an “Interconnected web 
of  separate causalities that coalesce at various points to spawn conflict, which defy any 
attempt at rigid definition”37 (as shown in Figure 2).

Simpson, Assessing Resilience For Peacebuilding: Executive Summary Of  Discussion Document, 1st 
edn (Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency, 2015) <http://www.interpeace.org/
wp-content/uploads/2015/09/2015_09_11_FAR-Executive-Summary-2015-v3.pdf> [accessed 1 June 
2016].

36  Ken menkhaus, making Sense Of  Resilience In Peacebuilding Contexts: Approaches, Applications, 
Implications, Geneva Peacebuilding Platform (Geneva: Geneva Peacebuilding Platform, 2013) 
<http://www.gpplatform.ch/sites/default/files/PP%2006%20-%20Resilience%20to%20
Transformation%20-%20Jan.%202013_2.pdf> [accessed 1 June 2016].

37  Somalia Country Office Presentation, at the “C4D In Peacebuilding Workshop Presentation”, 2016. 

Figure 2: The multi-conflict 
system in Somalia [credit: 
UNICEF Somalia]
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CONFlICT PHASES
This framework includes (i) Pre-violent Conflict, including empowerment and early 

warning and conflict prevention; (ii) Acute violent conflict, which includes a focus on 
service provision and risk mitigation, and (iii) post-violent conflict, which includes 
building engagement, peacebuilding and trust. 

We shall use the framework of  Conflict Phases to explore C4D in Peacebuilding examples in the 
following section� This is for structure, while being aware that there are also examples of  other settings�

4.2 Analysis of  Underlying Causes and Dynamics of  Conflict
In C4D in Peacebuilding - as we have seen in the definition of  Peacebuilding - there is 

clear central focus on identifying ‘the underlying conflict causes and dynamics or factors’ 
that are inhibiting peace, and conversely on identifying the dynamics and factors that can 
promote or encourage peace. It is vital to analyse the causes and consequences of  conflict 
in order to inform the multidimensional range of  measures that may be drawn on as 
peacebuilding strategy and to reduce the risk of  a lapse or relapse into conflict.

The following diagram shows different groupings of  conflict causes in the context of  
one another. Among these and of  focus for C4D and peacebuilding interventions is the 
‘iceberg’ of  ‘Social and Communal Stability’. As highlighted in Figure 3, these are the 
immediate and root causes of  conflict, which C4D interventions aim to address.

Figure 3: Iceberg model 
of  Conflict-related 
Development Analysis 
(UNDP 2003) – 
though a model no 
longer used by UN 
agencies, this figure 
might helpfully show 
C4D’s conceptual 
‘place’ within thinking 
about conflict

Figure 4: A graphic analysis 
of  the behavioural and so-
cio-cultural determinants 
of  conflict and peace-
building (C4D Network, 
2016). The ‘C4D & 
Peacebuilding Theory of  
Change’ diagram later in 
this document maps how 
these determinants of  
conflict are addressed by 
C4D in peacebuilding in-
terventions, and the ways 
in which drivers, triggers 
and social norms are ad-
dressed through carefully 
targeted elements at each 
socio-ecological level.
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4�3 Behaviour and social determinants 
of  conflict and peacebuilding 

The diagram of  determinants of  conflict shown in Figure 4 maps out these dynamics as 
relevant to C4D in Peacebuilding:

In reviewing a number of  these C4D-relevant conflict dynamics, it is important to 
remember that these are not deterministic but rather ‘possible scenarios’. The categories 
dividing them are not mutually exclusive but overlapping and flexible. A common element 
of  all these determinants is that they focus on power-relations: C4D in Peacebuilding 
work therefore requires understanding power dynamics and engaging in the questioning 
and changing of  these forces.

4.3.1 Causes of  Conflict on the Individual 
and Family Level of  the SEm

What is written about causes of  conflict on the individual and family level is extensive 
and there are varied theories and approaches on how to address conflict at this level. The 
importance of  agency is a significant area of  focus; the idea being that in many conflict 
contexts individuals may have little confidence in their own efficacy and their ability to 
influence their situation, which is enhanced by an inability to recognise or criticise the 
sources of  conflict and of  their own stress.

Other areas of  focus are on the individual’s identity and on the individual’s beliefs. 
For example, the ‘UNICEF C4D Note on Inter-Communal violence’ highlights 
the importance of  ‘individual identity and otherness’ within these and other types of  
violence, and the importance of  considering ‘the myths and rumours spread about each side, and 
the commonly held assumptions… simple elements such as how people look, dress, speak, eat etc can be 
seen as badges or indicators of  trustworthiness which directly influence the nature of  conflict.’38 Within 
UNICEF, an understanding of  conflict and peace in regard to children’s lives also includes 
an appreciation of  types of  conflict within the home, community and in institutional 
settings (related directly the Child Protection).39

An individual’s lack of  emotional or material support and protection – particularly 
where support from their family is lacking – can be a driver of  conflict as it contributes 
to the individual’s sense of  isolation. The scenario may also be that there are very few 
peaceful role models to demonstrate positive behaviours in the situation and that this 
in turn creates an environment in which verbally and physically abusive relationships 
between peers and family members become the normalcy. These can also be triggers 
for conflict, as the consequences of  negative relationships for the individual might be a 
growth in intolerance, prejudice and an inability to feel empathy with ‘the other’ (those 
who are different in any way). 

CAUSE: PSYCHOSOCIAl DRIvERS AND TRIGGERS
As Claudia Seymour writes, there is a great need for a more detailed understanding for the 

social and psychological dimensions of  conflict in order to develop good peacebuilding 
strategy. ‘So much less tangible than the physical destruction of  war, the effects of  conflict on the 
psychology of  individuals and a society are as profound as they are neglected. If  the attitudes that lead to 
conflict are to be mitigated, and if  it is taken that psychology drives attitudes and behaviours of  individuals 
and groups, then new emphasis must be placed on understanding the social psychology of  conflict and its 
consequences. For a comprehensive understanding of  conflict and conflict management, social psychology as 
a frame of  analysis should be used as a complement to the political and economic analyses usually used�’40

The study of  psychosocial drivers and triggers of  conflict is a field of  study in itself, and 
an in-depth analysis of  these is beyond the scope of  this report. However, it is instructive 
to briefly highlight what has been written about psychosocial drivers and triggers of  
conflict in the first stage of  the lifecycle – the stage of  Early Childhood Development or 
ECD – as this is a particularly formative stage. 

‘A growing body of  knowledge suggests that the neurobiology of  early life bonds can have impact on 
physiology in ways that influences peacebuilding.’ The report notes. ‘Early interventions with parents 

38  UNICEF, Inter-Communal violence And Communication For Development: Briefing Note For 
Brainstorming Session (UNICEF, 2014).

39  “Child Protection From violence, Exploitation And Abuse”, UNICEF, 2016 <http://www.unicef.org/
protection/> [accessed 1 June 2016].

40  Claudia Seymour, Social Psychological Dimensions Of  Conflict (Beyond Intractability, 2003) <http://
www.beyondintractability.org/essay/social-psychological> [accessed 1 June 2016].
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and young children contribute to harmonious relationships, pro-social behaviours and resilience. Evidence 
supports the claim that the formative years of  life and intra and inter family and community relationships 
are powerful agents of  change that can promote resilience, social cohesion and peace� Additionally, recent 
evidence implies when parents come together in groups as part of  parenting programmes, these groups have 
a transformative influence on building socially cohesive communities.’’41 

4.3.2 Causes of  Conflict on the Interpersonal and Community level 
An enabling environment is needed to provide the space for individuals to meet 

and mediate conflict; where this does not exist, groups have much more difficulty in 
negotiating between their respective wants as different from needs, and facts as different 
from opinions.

For example, a scenario might be that on the interpersonal and community level, violence 
can become ‘normalised’ and a social norm in the environment. Alongside this, conflict 
may be driven by intolerance of  ‘the other’ as a community standard, which is exacerbated 
when there are no spaces for communication and coordination between these different 
groups. There could be a scenario were conflict is directly triggered by gang or militia 
membership – desirable for the sense of  belonging and protection it offers – and by the 
attitude they promote, of  violence as a form of  communication. violent, hateful and 
intolerant expression is thus the dominant means of  communication between groups, and 
a lack of  mutual respect prevents peaceful cooperation. 

FOR ExAMPlE, A CAUSE OF CONFlICT IN THIS AREA MIGHT BE SOCIAl 
ExClUSION AND lACK OF SOCIAl COHESION

‘Much literature explores the strong link between social exclusion and insecurity as a significant driver 
of  conflict. Weak social cohesion increases the risk of  social fragmentation and exclusion, which can be 
manifested in violent conflict’.42

A UNDP paper states that: 
‘Minorities will become more insecure if  they are being victimized because of  their ethnicity, gender, 

culture or religion� This group insecurity can then lead to wider societal insecurity if  a marginalized group 
decides to use violent means to claim their rights and redress inequalities. Group differences are not enough 
in themselves to cause conflict, but social exclusion and horizontal inequalities provide fertile ground for 
violent mobilization.’43 

The paper points to Nepal, Northern Ireland and northern Uganda as examples of  
where a breakdown of  social cohesion has been a key factor in group violence. In such 
cases, state fragility is also often a result of  a lack of  social cohesion. Lack of  social 
cohesion, Kaplan suggests, makes governance difficult and prevents the emergence of  
shared institutions or a unifying national identity, hence making violent conflict more 
difficult to avoid.44 On the other hand, strong local and sub-national identities can have 
well-developed and firmly established traditional conflict management capacities, which 
are adept in avoiding conflict on the sub-national level. It is therefore important to 
distinguish between the ‘national’ and ‘local’ levels.

In many cases, nonetheless, high levels of  social cohesion can reduce the chance of  
violent conflict breaking out in the first place, by improving the likelihood to mediation 
being successful in solving a conflict before it becomes violent.45 An example of  this 
would be comparing work with refugees across Cote d’Ivoire, Central African Republic 
and Guinea Bissau, notes Ban; each country faces “challenges from the lack of  cohesion 
between refugees and local populations, lack of  sufficient human and financial resources 
to support activities, and recurrent uprisings and violence.”46 

41  “ECD And Peacebuilding”, UNICEF, 2013 <http://www.unicef.org/earlychildhood/index_69852.
html> [accessed 1 June 2016].

42  Nat Colletta and Michelle Cullen, The Nexus Between violent Conflict, Social Capital And Social 
Cohesion: Case Studies From Cambodia And Rwanda, Social Capital Initiative Working Paper, No. 23 
(The World Bank, 2000).

43  UNDP, Community Security and Social Cohesion: Towards a UNDP Approach (New York: Bureau for 
Crisis Prevention and Recovery, 2009).

44  Seth Kaplan, Fixing Fragile States: A New Paradigm for Development (Westport: Praeger Security 
International, 2008).

45  Herbert Bangura et al., Inclusive Peacebuilding: Recognised But Not Realised, 1st edn (Uppsala: Dag 
Hammarskjöld Foundation, 2015) <http://www.daghammarskjold.se/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/
DD63_DHF_final_web.pdf>

46  Herbert Bangura et al., Inclusive Peacebuilding: Recognised But Not Realised, 1st edn (Uppsala: Dag 
Hammarskjöld Foundation, 2015) <http://www.daghammarskjold.se/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/
DD63_DHF_final_web.pdf>
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Brock argued that exclusion of  ethnic minorities increases societal division, which may 
trigger ethnicity-based groups to form, some of  which can become militant and then 
threaten national stability.47 Highly hetero- or homogenous societies are both less likely 
to experience violent conflict, which suggests that the most potent ethnic tensions occur 
when there are a small number of  large ethnic groups, as the division becomes more 
salient than in the presence of  a large number of  very small groups.48 Collier supports 
the finding that if  the largest ethnic group is 45-90% of  the population, then the risk of  
conflict is doubled.49

4.3.3 Causes of  Conflict on the Institutional level of  the SEM 
Institutionally, conflict can be driven by low public access to community resources 

and justice systems, and by the provision of  services that are neither conflict-sensitive 
nor equitable. If  institutions lack transparency and accountability, then corruption can 
lead to conflict triggers such as distrust in political and organisational leaders (perhaps 
from penalising or arresting specific social groups), which can escalate to public unrest, 
peaceful or violent protest, and ultimately assassination of  a prominent figure. Feeling 
disenfranchised, citizens may be de-motivated from participating in civic life and, lacking 
a voice to express their hopes or concerns, may instead turn to a violent articulation of  
problems and to a harmful expression of  prejudiced stereotypes. 

For example, unequal access to resources can contribute to the outbreak of  conflict 
“through inequitable resource and wealth sharing.”50Scarcity of  resources can contribute 
to violent conflict, in combination with other factors, where there are insufficient conflict 
management mechanisms; for example, water shortages in the Israel-Palestine area are 
likely to have contributed to the Israeli-Arab conflict.51 Nonetheless, it is clearly established 
in conflict studies that not only resource scarcity but also resource abundance can lead to 
conflict. 

The Institut malien de Recherche Action pour la Paix (ImRAP) and Interpeace, for 
example, have implemented a dialogue-based Peacebuilding programme, focused on 
“strengthening trust between malians”52 – this equally involves areas of  natural resource 
scarcity, and resource abundance, which have similar levels of  conflict-management 
challenges. This is not linked to the level of  resource availability but the existence and 
quality of  conflict management mechanisms.

4.3.4 Causes of  Conflict on the Policy level of  the SEM 
As explored in the case of  institutions, laws and policies at the local, district sector and 

national stages may similarly suffer from a lack of  transparency and accountability. They, 
too, can insufficiently prioritise Peacebuilding. Events such as elections, or rapid changes 
in access to commodities (such as in the event of  drought), are moments that may stress 
a society sufficiently to trigger conflict without the concomitant provision of  services. 
In these scenarios, peacebuilding advocates can play an important role – but it is also in 
these situations that they are most often denied effective channels to reach their audience 
for maximum impact. 

For example, a cause of  conflict in this area might be a perception of  lack of  political 
accountability and stability. A lack of  political accountability can be a determinant of  
conflict and can also promote crime and violence. “Poverty, crime and violence thrive 
in States that are not accountable… countries with corrupt and repressive institutions 
– where the rule of  law is weak – face a greater risk of  civil wars.” (UN Deputy 

47  Hannah Brock, Marginalisation Of  The Majority World: Drivers Of  Insecurity And The Global South, 
Drivers Of  Insecurity And The Global South (Oxford Research Group, 2012) <http://www.oxfordre-
searchgroup.org.uk/publications/briefing_papers_and_reports/marginalisation_majority_world_driv-
ers_insecurity_and_globa> [accessed 1 June 2016].

48  Marc-André Franche et al., Conflict Prevention Thematic Guidance Note (UNDP, 2004).
49  Collier, Paul and Hoeffler, Anke, On the Incidence of  Civil War in Africa, (Journal of  Conflict 

Resolution, 46(1), 2002) [accessed 1 June 2016].
50  H. Haider, Conflict: Topic Guide (Birmingham: GSDRC, University of  Birmingham, 2014).
51  Thomas Homer-Dixon, Environment, Scarcity and violence (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 

1999).
52  Erin mcCandless and Graeme Simpson, Assessing Resilience For Peacebuilding: Executive Summary 

Of  Discussion Document, 1st edn (Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency, 2015) 
<http://www.interpeace.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/2015_09_11_FAR-Executive-Summary-
2015-v3.pdf> [accessed 1 June 2016].
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Secretary-General).53 A lack of  political stability can also be a key determinant of  conflict 
or lack of  peace amongst individuals, groups and communities, and amongst citizenry 
and government. If  political institutions cannot be held accountable by other political 
institutions, then citizens lack access to basic human rights, including the right to freedom 
from violence.54 

The World Bank notes that political scientists tried to test whether or not political 
accountability and low corruption lead to a lower risk of  the onset and recurrence of  
civil war. “Fearon finds that countries with above average governance indicators for their 
income level have a significantly lower risk of  the outbreak of  civil conflict within the next 
5 to 10 years – between 30 to 45 per-cent lower.”55 Collier tests the accountability effect, 
that is the theory that suggests that more accountable governments lead to a reduction 
of  causes for violent opposition.56 The author finds evidence for this theory but argues 
that income can impact on how much of  an effect accountability has in reducing the risk 
of  conflict.

4.3.5 Summary: Key C4D Determinants at Each Level of  the SEm
socio-ecological Levels determinants

individual & family Level Psychosocial affects

interpersonal & 
community Level 

Social Exclusion & Lack of  Social Cohesion 
Inter-Ethnic Tensions

institutional Level 
Unequal Access to Resources 

Media as a Driver of  Conflict or 
Advocate of  Peacebuilding 

policy/structural Level Lack of  Political Accountability and Stability

4.4 Analysis of  Social Norms
Social norms are socially constructed beliefs that normalise certain behaviours and 

attitudes. ‘Social norms’, or ‘socio-cultural barriers’, affect behaviour and interactions at 
every socio-ecological level. They are manifested as social or cultural practices on the 
individual or household level, and as social norms at the collective level. 

‘A social norm is a context-specific rule or behaviour that members of  a community 
follow in the belief  that others expect them to do so. Compliance with a social norm is 
motivated by what individuals see others doing (empirical expectations) and by beliefs 
regarding what others expect her/him to do (normative expectations). Compliance also 
may be motivated by expectations of  social rewards for adherence to the rule (social 
status, admiration) and/or fear of  social sanctions for non-adherence (shame, harassment, 
exclusion).’57

Such empirical, normative, and reward- or fear-based expectations can constitute deeply 
rooted drivers of  conflict that UNICEF are challenging to address. Conflict is often 
driven by a clash between groups who practice different social norms; this can mean that 
violence itself  becomes a whole community’s ‘culture’ or social norm.

unicef sudan, for example, found that social behaviour rooted in normative 
expectations in Sudan is often difficult to change due to concepts of  duty, personal beliefs, 
values and expectations, and the pressure to conform to the behaviour of  others. In order 

53  UN News Service, Political Accountability Central To Democracy, Peace And Prosperity – UN Officials 
(UN News Service, 2011) <http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/library/news/2011/11/mil-
111128-unnews06.htm> [accessed 1 June 2016].

54  Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency, Accountability, Transparency And 
The Rule Of  Law As Drivers For Inclusive Growth And Development (Swedish International 
Development Cooperation Agency, 2013) <http://www.sida.se/contentassets/4f1d61e-
6026746b4a76c74390e7b6dd9/background-paper-on-transparency-accountability-and-rol.pdf> 
[accessed 1 June 2016].

55  World Bank, World Development Report (World Bank, 2011) <http://siteresources.worldbank.org/
INTWDRS/Resources/WDR2011 _Full_Text.pdf> [accessed 1 June 2016].

56  Paul Collier, Conflict, Political Accountability and Aid (london: Routledge, 2011).
57  Patricia Portal Souza, Addressing Social Norms via Participatory Communication (UNICEF, 2014) 

<http://c4d.undg.org/system/files/Ms. Patricia Portela Souza UNICEF.pdf> [accessed 1 June 2016].
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to change habits or behaviours which correspond to norm expectations, it is necessary to 
identify them and to coordinate communication for development strategies that enable 
people to understand problems more deeply and make better decisions. 58 

4.5 Stakeholders Analysis
From a peacebuilding perspective, HATIS advises that stakeholders in a conflict analysis 

should be analysed in terms of  key actors’ positions, interests and worldviews.59 Positions 
refer to the ‘what’ or the disputed matter of  conflict, and the demands taken by disputants. 
Interests refer to the ‘why’ of  conflict, and the motivations, needs, desires and objectives of  
disputants. Worldviews refer to people’s strongly held beliefs, attitudes or values that come 
from cultural context and experience; these can also be understood in terms of  ‘social 
norms’. Worldviews often feel ‘non-negotiable to people in conflict’.60

This type of  analysis produces important information about different stakeholders, 
enabling an understanding of  who can participate or be impacted by the C4D 
intervention, and who may be instrumental in blocking or advancing behaviour and social 
change in specific contexts. The range of  stakeholders relevant to consider for analysis 
varies according to the complexity of  the Peacebuilding programme and to the type of  
C4D approach and strategy proposed. Stakeholders may be individuals, organisations, or 
unorganised groups.61 

4.6 Gender Analysis
Another important area to consider in C4D in Peacebuilding is gender. This includes 

centrally a focus on the role of  women and girls, but also on issues of  masculinity through 
C4D strategies that address male engagement in peacebuilding. The analysis of  conflict 
settings needs to take into account the context of  girls and women as well as gender social 
norms in relation to gender roles, male stereotypes that work against peacebuildling and 
more. There are different gender realities in conflict and peacebuilding and there is a need 
for better understanding how gender influences the role of  people in conflict and peace 
dynamics.

gendeR in pRe-confLicT and vaRied confLicT seTTings 
In contexts of  pre-conflict or varied types of  conflict settings there can be a wide range 

of  social determinants that influence the position and perceptions of  men and women 
in regard to how different genders relate to one another and what their roles may be. 
Understanding the social norms that underpin these attitudes and beliefs is central to 
good communication for development formative research and strategy. 

In many situations there is a complexity of  gender factors; and while in the majority 
of  situations women and girls are the most vulnerable, there are also circumstances 
in which women are active agents in countering peacebuilding (for example, women 
can have a strong violence inciting role, as found in a participatory action research by 
Interpeace in Abidjan, Cote d’Ivoire62) and where males can be encouraged to be active 
peacebuilders despite frequent scenarios of  male stereotyping that favours conflict (for 
example, Herbert proposes that traditional gender roles lead to men being portrayed as 
protectors of  vulnerable women, encouraging men to engage in violent conflict rather 
than negotiating63). 

gendeR and acuTe confLicT seTTings 
Conflict can have the effect of  causing changes to the social roles of  women.  ‘Changes 

in the roles of  women during conflict can have both negative and positive effects for them, for their families 
and for their communities. In some contexts, these changes exacerbate existing gender inequalities and 

58  Friedrich W. Affolter, Using the ‘Stop&Act’ Theatre Approach to Promote value Deliberations and 
Norm Shifts, p. 1.

59  “C4D In Peacebuilding Workshop Presentation”, 2016.
60  “C4D In Peacebuilding Workshop Presentation”, 2016.
61  United Nations Development Group, Guidance Note On Stakeholder Analysis (United Nations 

Development Group, 2015) <http://toolkit.undg.org/tool/76-guidance-note-stakeholder-analysis.
doc> [accessed 2 June 2016].

62  Interpeace, Executive Summary – Obstacles To Social Cohesion And Dynamics Of  Youth violence In 
Urban Spaces (Interpeace, 2015) <http://www.interpeace.org/resource/executive-summary-obsta-
cles-to-social-cohesion-and-dynamics-of-youth-violence-in-urban-spaces/> [accessed 2 June 2016].

63  Sîan Herbert, links between Women’s Empowerment (Or lack of) and Outbreaks of  violent Conflict 
(Birmingham: University of  Birmingham, GSDRC, 2014).
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vulnerabilities (and create new ones)’ and in other circumstances it increases some opportunities 
for social mobility and voice64.

violent conflict can increase domestic and physical violence as a result of  changes to 
male and female roles65. Stigma and social exclusion can also be exacerbated or created 
in conflict. For example, in Afghanistan (under Taliban rule in civil war) women heads 
of  households have been given a derogatory name that identifies them as ‘unprotected 
women’. They are seen as outcasts and are socially excluded. most are very poor and are 
vulnerable to violence66.

Not all the effects are negative, however. According to an ODI review there is some 
evidence that opportunities are been created for women and their families during conflict. 
‘Women are empowered in certain situations, and for certain women conflict results in greater participation 
in labour markets and social organisations or solidarity networks67. 

gendeR and POST-confLicT seTTings 
Despite a general recognition that women and men need to be equal partners in the 

reconstruction processes, and that inclusiveness sustains peace, peacebuilding remains 
largely dominated by male elites. The 2010 UN Secretary-General’s report on women’s 
participation in peacebuilding provides a comprehensive 7-Point Action Plan that guides 
the UN system and its partners towards a better balance. The plan covers women’s full 
engagement and commits the UN to allocating 15 per cent of  post-conflict funds to 
projects principally aimed at addressing women’s specific needs, advancing gender equality 
or empowering women68. 

A recent literature review by ODI on the subject of  gender and peacebuilding has 
found evidence that women and gender concerns have increasingly been included in 
peacebuilding and statebuilding mechanisms69.

In relation to service delivery, despite the numerous references to, and mechanisms 
by which gender-responsive service delivery can potentially contribute to processes of  
peacebuilding and statebuilding, these linkages are rarely explicit in the wider literature. 
‘A predominant focus at the micro level of  service delivery shows that both gender-responsive provision 
and the role women play in delivering services can potentially contribute to restoring state legitimacy 
and strengthening social cohesion. ……The literature also demonstrates that gender inequalities can be 
exacerbated as a result of  failing to take a gender-responsive approach, reinforcing inequalities in access 
to services because of  institutional failures, such as lack of  capacity and resources, uncoordinated and 
unplanned delivery of  services and barriers arising from discrimination and socio-cultural norms’70

.

64  Pilar Domingo et al., Assessment Of  The Evidence Of  Links Between Gender Equality, Peacebuilding 
And Statebuilding (ODI, 2013) <https://www.odi.org/sites/odi.org.uk/files/odi-assets/publica-
tions-opinion-files/8767.pdf> [accessed 2 June 2016].

65   S. Barakat  and G. Wardell. (2002) ‘Exploited by Whom? An Alternative Perspective on Humanitarian 
Assistance to Afghan Women’. (Third World Quarterly 23(5): 909-930); Coulter, C. (2008) ‘Female 
Fighters in the Sierra Leone War: Challenging the Assumptions?’ (Feminist Review 88(1): 54- 73); P. 
Justino et al. (2012) ‘Quantifying the Impact of  Women’s Participation in Post- conflict Economic 
Recovery’. (HiCN Working Paper 131. Brighton: IDS); E. Rostami Povey, (2003) ’Women in 
Afghanistan : Passive victims of  the Borga or Active Social Participants?’ (Development in Practice 
13(2-3): 266-277), quoted in Pilar Domingo et al., Assessment Of  The Evidence Of  Links Between 
Gender Equality, Peacebuilding And Statebuilding (ODI, 2013) <https://www.odi.org/sites/odi.org.
uk/files/odi-assets/publications-opinion-files/8767.pdf> [accessed 2 June 2016].

66  E. Rostami Povey,  (2003) ’Women in Afghanistan : Passive victims of  the Borga or Active Social 
Participants?’ (Development in Practice 13(2-3): 266-277), quoted in Pilar Domingo et al., Assessment 
Of  The Evidence Of  Links Between Gender Equality, Peacebuilding And Statebuilding (ODI, 2013) 
<https://www.odi.org/sites/odi.org.uk/files/odi-assets/publications-opinion-files/8767.pdf> [ac-
cessed 2 June 2016].

67  P. Justino et al. (2012) ‘Quantifying the Impact of  Women’s Participation in Post- conflict Economic 
Recovery’. (HiCN Working Paper 131. Brighton: IDS); E. Rostami Povey, (2003) ’Women in 
Afghanistan: Passive victims of  the Borga or Active Social Participants?’ (Development in Practice 
13(2-3): 266-277), quoted in Pilar Domingo et al., Assessment Of  The Evidence Of  Links Between 
Gender Equality, Peacebuilding And Statebuilding (ODI, 2013) <https://www.odi.org/sites/odi.org.
uk/files/odi-assets/publications-opinion-files/8767.pdf> [accessed 2 June 2016].

68  “Recovery And Peacebuilding”, UN Women, 2016 <http://www.unwomen.org/en/what-we-do/
peace-and-security/recovery-and-peacebuilding> [accessed 2 June 2016].

69  Pilar Domingo et al., Assessment Of  The Evidence Of  Links Between Gender Equality, Peacebuilding 
And Statebuilding (ODI, 2013) <https://www.odi.org/sites/odi.org.uk/files/odi-assets/publica-
tions-opinion-files/8767.pdf> [accessed 2 June 2016].

70  Pilar Domingo et al., Assessment Of  The Evidence Of  Links Between Gender Equality, Peacebuilding 
And Statebuilding (ODI, 2013) <https://www.odi.org/sites/odi.org.uk/files/odi-assets/publica-
tions-opinion-files/8767.pdf> [accessed 2 June 2016].
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This section presents an overview of  the practice of  c4d in peacebuilding�  it 
begins with an examination of  needs and how c4d can respond to these needs 
across varied conflict settings, using the stages of  conflict framework. These needs 
include empowerment needs of  individuals and groups, and the need for ‘early 
warning’  in  pre-violent  conflict  settings.  The  need  for  accurate  information  and 
peace communication is examined in the stage of  acute conflict, and in post-violent 
conflict stages the need for state building, and service delivery are explored. 

The range of  c4d in peacebuilding platforms is then examined, with brief  
descriptions of  what these platforms are and how they can be of  use in meeting 
needs� platforms include different types of  communication and media such as 
participatory communication, inter personal communication and mass media as 
well  as  community  media  communication.  Specific  media  platforms  examined 
include newspapers and publishing, broadcast radio and television, and the evolving 
range of  icTs and social media� non-media platforms are also considered, such 
as the use of  ritual and the role of  community organisations such as faith based 
organisations� 

a sample of  the range of  c4d in peacebuilding strategies is then presented; with a 
focus on dialogical strategies, such as dialogue meetings and clubs, safe spaces and 
collaboration as tools for increased social cohesion� other strategies highlighted 
include:  amplification  strategies  to  raise  the  voice  of   children,  women  and  role 
models; edutainment strategies; information and knowledge building strategies 
and peace communication. Finally, media development is discussed as a specific 
strategy for building the peace capacities of  media institutions and journalists� 

This section concludes with the illustration of  a number of  practical examples that 
demonstrates the different project designs and interventions that have taken place 
on the ground in the area of  c4d in peacebuilding� 

5�1 c4d in peacebuilding – in re-
sponse to diverse conflict settings

5.1.1 Addressing needs in the pre-vio-
lent conflict stage through C4D 

In context of  pre-violent conflict C4D is viewed as being able to provide a range of  
empowerment benefits. This is the area that most writers have highlighted communication 
plays a major role as people’s agency is compromised and rising levels of  fear and 
suspicion, rumour and stereotyping are isolating people from one another.

KNOWlEDGE, UNDERSTANDING, AND EARlY WARNING MECHANISMS
Communication processes are central to broaden empowerment practices through 

which people are able to develop their own understanding of  issues, to consider and 
discuss ideas, to negotiate and engage in public debates at community and national levels. 
This is communication as condition to create meaningful and informed action.

The utility of  ICTs (Information and Communication Technologies) as communication 
tools for empowerment in these pre-violent conflict settings has been raised by a number 

secTion 5: c4d in 
peaceBuiLding pRacTice
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of  writers,71 and there is a strong focus on new technology within the current literature 
on C4D in Peacebuilding. 

‘The empowerment of  people to participate in localized conflict management efforts is one of  the most 
significant innovations and opportunities created by new technologies.’72

The importance of  communication as a route for people to be active in their own 
peacebuilding efforts is an issue that a number of  writers pay attention to, particularly 
in the context of  ICTs and social media. For example, Bock describes and documents 
technology-enhanced efforts to stop violence before it happens across Africa, Asia, and 
within the United States. He argues that citizens can take violence prevention into their 
own hands through the use of  social media, although to ensure the greatest impact he 
suggests that the technology should be used by trained community organisers.73 

The use of  communication, and particularly new media, for early warning communication 
has been highlighted by a growing number of  writers in the past five years, with most of  
the examples being mainly externally driven communication interventions.74

‘The development of  early warning systems, web-based digital mapping and crowd sourcing demonstrate 
an increasing reliance on ICT to enhance the effectiveness of  interventions designed to prevent and contain 
violence,’ writes Spadacini�75 

Moreover, this field has seen the rise of  ‘bottom up’ use of  technology for early 
warning of  conflict that uses crowd-sourcing techniques and engages people to share 
their knowledge. The mapping innovation ‘Ushahidi’ developed in Kenya by mainly 
young coders, and its role in mapping Kenyan election violence starting in 2007, is well 
documented in the literature as an example of  this type of  use of  ICTs.76 

The role of  media, and working with media, for early warning systems is also an aspect 
of  conflict response that authors have raised. ‘A reliable and diverse media that can express 
itself  freely provides early warning of  potential outbreaks of  conflict.’77 But even with ICT enabled 
and media driven early warning of  conflict the critical factor in response is the political 
will of  decision-makers and others to act on the warnings and to implement measures to 
ameliorate the conflict and challenge the drivers of  conflict. 

‘Despite what information is provided, there is often a lack of  political will to respond. For example, 
while new technology can provide real time information about flare ups of  violence, there is no trigger to 
elicit a response from the actors that can prevent violence’.78

It should be noted that such efforts sit alongside less communications-focused efforts 
to develop sophisticated and rigorous early-warning systems. There are many related 

71  G. Joseph Bock, The Technology of  Nonviolence: Social media and violence Prevention 
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 2012); James Deane, Policy briefing: Fragile states: The Role of  Media and 
Communications (BBC Media Action, 2013); larrauri, Helena Puig and Kahl, Anna, Technology for 
Peacebuilding (Stability: International Journal of  Security and Development, 2013).

72  larrauri, Helena Puig and Kahl, Anna, Technology for Peacebuilding (Stability: International Journal of  
Security and Development, 2013)

73  G. Joseph Bock, The Technology of  Nonviolence: Social media and violence Prevention (Cambridge: 
mIT Press, 2012).

74  David Nyheim, Preventing violent Conflict, War And State Collapse: The Future Of  Operational 
Conflict Early Warning And Response Systems (OECD on behalf  of  The DAC Network on Conflict, 
Peace and Development Co-operation and the DAC Fragile States Group, 2009) <http://www.oecd.
org/dac/governance-peace/conflictfragilityandresilience/docs/preventing%20violence%20war%20
and%20state%20collapse.pdf> [accessed 2 June 2016]; valerie Oliphant, Desk Review for Participatory 
Early Warning to Religious Conflict in Jos Nigeria (Search for Common Ground, 2013) (accessed 2 
June 2016].

75  Beatrice Spadacini, Global mapping of  Communication for Development Interventions in Peacebuilding 
and Conflict Transformation (UNICEF, 2013).

76  E. Fraenkel, A Critical Analysis of  Digital Communications and Conflict (Internews, 2014).
Ushahidi (the Swahili word for ‘witness’) provides a simple map-making tool that allows anyone to gather 

data, which has then been used in many emergency situations. The organisation was founded in Kenya 
during the civil war like conditions that followed the 2007 elections. It collected news of  violence and 
destruction and showed them on a Google map. Ushahidi made it possible to track exactly at which lo-
cations in Kenya the most serious problems and conflicts were occurring. The sources of  information 
were individuals who sent their observations directly to the Ushahidi website; which leverages what 
is now known as crowdsourcing. The traditional information retrieval systems in times of  crisis has 
been reversed. It is no longer aid agencies, which report incidents to command centres for integration 
into reports, but rather the victims themselves who are coming forward to speak. This process has the 
advantage of  transparency. (ICT4Peace Foundation, 2011)

77  R. Howard, An Operational Framework for Media and Peacebuilding (Initiatives, 1–33, 2002)
78  P. Woodrow & N. Oatley, Practical Approaches to Theories of  Change (Conflict, Security, and Justice 

Part I, 2013)
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efforts.79 Among the most important for peacebuilding are the models developed for 
predicting violent outbreaks in Liberian communities.80 much of  this work relies on 
Phillip Fetlock’s pioneering research on political prediction.81

5.1.2 Addressing needs in the acute vio-
lent conflict stage through C4D 

In the context of  acute violent conflict, as well as other conflict settings where on-going 
violence is experienced, many people may have a pressing need for information about 
what is happening around them and of  services and relief. Hence the information delivery 
role of  communications is high in these settings:

‘When there is widespread inter- or intra-national conflict and kinetic military operations, posing a high 
risk to civilians there is often high levels of  social dislocation and displacement; and within these contexts 
having access to accurate supportive information is a lifeline for many people’.82 

‘Communication with Communities’ or CWC is the emerging language for this type of  
communication, in context of  both acute conflict and natural disasters. 

‘In the context of  humanitarian action Communication with Communities (CWC) refers to activities 
where the exchange of  information is used to save lives, mitigate risk, enable greater accountability 
and shape the response, as well as supporting the communication needs of  people caught up in conflicts, 
natural disasters and other crises� Meeting the information and communication needs of  such people 
increasingly is being recognised as a core deliverable in humanitarian response. It can save lives, mitigate 
risk, enable greater accountability and shape the humanitarian response ‘.83 

The need for information and the need to be able to effectively share information is 
not of  course restricted to only acute crisis context, it is also a need within pre and post 
violent conflict and in daily life for peacebuilding on the community level.  

5.1.3 Addressing needs in the post-vio-
lent conflict stage through C4D 

In the context of  post-violent conflict there are multiple needs at all levels of  the socio-
ecological framework; i.e. individual, interpersonal, community, institutional and policy 
levels. At the policy level, strengthening social accountability is a key area of  peacebuilding 
practice and one where C4D can make a contribution by encouraging a community-driven 
engagement with, and push for, political accountability. On the other levels, key needs 
include the need for state-building and national dialogue, the need for ensuring that 
individual citizens engage with each other and with government; re-building public trust; 
and managing expectations. 

Another issue that has been highlighted by a number of  writers in post violent conflict 
settings is the issue of  supporting renewed service delivery. Skuse notes, however, that 
communication that directs people to services, or that raises peoples hopes for services, 
that are not readily available can have a detrimental impact on the peacebuilding agenda. 

 ‘Emergency communication tends to link to service delivery in a very immediate way, but longer term 
initiatives can also target or promote a service — for example, weapon collection or security services. 
If  messages are advocating an action that links to a service (say, weapon collection) it is essential that 
communities can gain access to that service and make effective use of  it. Advocating an action without the 
necessary service being there to support it can damage the reputation of  agencies involved in humanitarian 
assistance, the media and communication sector, and service providers. This can lead to a loss of  trust in 
any future information that is provided.’84

79  P. A. Schrodt, J. Yonamine, and B. E. Bagozzi (2013). Data-based computational approaches to forecast-
ing political violence. In Handbook of  Computational Approaches to Counterterrorism, pp. 129–162; 
Michael D. Ward, Nils W. Metternich, Cassy l. Dorff, Max Gallop, Florian M. Hollenbach, Anna 
Schultz, and Simon Weschle. (2013) Learning from the Past and Stepping into the Future: Toward a 
New Generation of  Conflict Prediction International Studies Review, doi: 10.1111/misr.12072..

80  Robert A. Blair, Christopher Blattman and Alexandra Hartman, Predicting local violence (April 15, 
2015). Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2497153.

81  Philip E Tetlock, Expert Political Judgment (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2005).
82  A. Skuse, D. Rodger, G. Power, D. F. mbus & T. Brimacombe, Communication for Development 

Interventions in Fragile States (A Systematic Review Executive summary, vol. 11, University of  
Adelaide, 2013.

83  “CDAC Network | Resource Item”, Cdacnetwork.org, 2015 <http://www.cdacnetwork.org/tools-and-
resources/i/20151214145316-xg70r> [accessed 2 June 2016].

84  Skuse (2014) Communication and Complex Emergencies Resource Guide, 
University of  Adelaide:  www.acmc.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/
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5�2 peacebuilding platforms 
C4D Platforms are significant avenues for delivering C4D; they can be understood from 

the perspective of  the type of  communication – for e.g. interpersonal communication 
platforms or media platforms like radio or digital media; others are understood from the 
perspective of  levels of  participation, for e.g participatory video, participatory theatre, 
child media etc. Other platforms may be understood from an institutional perspective – 
for example Faith Based Organisations (FBOs) as a C4D platform or schools and other 
education institutions as C4D platforms within which C4D interventions are developed. 

PARTICIPATORY COmmUNICATION AS A PEACEBUILDING PLATFORm 
Participatory communication is an approach based on dialogue, which allows the sharing 

of  information, perceptions and opinions among the various stakeholders and thereby 
facilitates their empowerment. It is not just the exchange of  information and experiences: 
it is also the exploration and generation of  new knowledge aimed at addressing situations 
that need to be improved. 

Participatory communication tends to be associated with community-driven 
development, but it could be used at any level of  the decision-making progress (local, 
national, international) regardless of  the diversity of  groups involved.85

INTERPERSONAL COmmUNICATION AS A PEACEBUILDING PLATFORm 
Interpersonal communication is often defined as the communication that takes place 

between people who are interdependent and have some knowledge of  each other. 
Interpersonal communication is often extended to include small intimate groups such as 
the family. Interpersonal communication can take place in face-to-face settings, as well as 
through media platforms including social media.86 

Face to face dialogue groups are important methods of  facilitating interpersonal 
communication. Interpersonal communication also can be created through performance 
(with actors relating to audiences, and with audience members participating in the 
performance – the theatre for development platform for example). Interpersonal 
methodologies work at the interpersonal or community levels of  the socio-ecological 
model. Interpersonal communication can play a role in healing, resilience and Peacebuilding 
and the psychosocial benefits of  storytelling.87

mASS mEDIA AS A PEACEBUILDING PLATFORm 
Also mainstream media channels such as television and radio can play a major role in 

the context of  conflict. The proliferation of  both radio and Tv stations over the past 
few years which cater to specific audiences and language groups,has a potentially divisive 
effect in fragile states. In the future Tv may transform itself  significantly, becoming even 
more important in peacebuilding terms as the participatory and feedback potential of  
‘social Tv’ becomes more widely used. Tv is a powerful medium that has been used as a 
nation-building tool to build bridges and encourage acceptance of  the other. 

Radio is still a primary and popular source for information, education and entertainment 
in much of  the world, and as such is a well-recognised tool for peacebuilding in many 
different contexts. Far from dissipating as a popular communication route radio remains 
significant and it is now increasingly also being accessed via convergence of  ICTs and 
media, such as radio listening via mobile phones. 

Radio has been used in peacebuilding in a variety of  ways, including: to counter hate 
speech and stereotyping in conflict countries; to help counter violent extremism; to build 
bridges and connections between people who believe they have incompatible needs, wants 
or beliefs; to develop a shared sense of  belonging among a population; to make diversity 
more evident; to scotch rumors and provide reliable information, and so on. Research has 
demonstrated that radio significantly affects political attitudes and political behaviours, 

Communication-and-Complex-Emergencies-Resource-Guide.pdf.
85  T. Tufte and P. mefalopulos, Participatory Communication: A Practical Guide, 1st edn (Washington 

DC, USA: World Bank, 2009) <http://siteresources.worldbank.org/ExTDEvCOmmENG/
Resources/Participatorycommunication.pdf> [accessed 1 June 2016]; Herbert Bangura et al., Inclusive 
Peacebuilding: Recognised But Not Realised, 1st edn (Uppsala: Dag Hammarskjöld Foundation, 2015) 
<http://www.daghammarskjold.se/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/DD63_DHF_final_web.pdf> 
[accessed 1 June 2016].

86   Joseph A. Devito, The Interpersonal Communication Book, 13th edn (USA: Pearson, 2011), pp. 1-25.
87  Wall, Imogen, Still left In The Dark?: How People In Emergencies Use Communication To Survive - 

And How Humanitarian Agencies Can Help, 1st edn (london, UK: BBC Media Action, 2012).
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for good and bad.88

COmmUNITY mEDIA AS A PEACEBUILDING PLATFORm 
As Pettit and other authors explain, a shift is occurring in the perception of  the role of  

alternative forms of  media that spring from the bottom up as mostly channels to bring 
citizens’ voice into politics, to that of  effective instruments for transforming the social and 
cultural benchmarks of  communities and for redefining power dynamics of  exclusion89. 
This idea allows us to grasp the significance of  the role of  community media in conflict 
and post-conflict scenarios, where communities are deeply divided by the violent events 
that have taken place. 

Another illustrative logic of  community media such as a local radio station, for example, 
is that this outlet can announce violent acts that have been committed in the community 
thereby stigmatizing the perpetrator. As a consequence, people are afraid to use violence 
out of  fear to be denounced publically.90

PRINT & PUBlISHING AS A PEACEBUIlDING PlATFORM
Newspapers and other printed materials present a range of  format options – from 

newspaper content (letters pages, editorial, features, news, special sections such as 
women’s section or linking peace issues with health) to billboard, posters and magazines. 

vIDEO & FILm AS A PEACEBUILDING PLATFORmS 
video and film disseminated through means other than television have also shown great 

potential in C4D in general. Cost-effective interventions to raise aspirations in Ethiopia 
seem to have had a considerable effect,91 while actors such as medical Aid Films report 
positive results for their short instructional and persuasive films. We can safely assume 
that these effects could also be shown in a Peacebuilding context, and indeed there are 
several examples (outlined below) of  programs in which this has been shown to be the 
case.

ICTS AS A PEACEBUILDING PLATFORm
Rapid advancements and use by all sides in diverse conflict settings. Developments in 

information and communication technology, and its utilization, have been continuing 
at a blinding pace and the ingenuity exercised in this regard by belligerents, observers 
and those who attempt to intervene in some form has been remarkable92.’The pace of  
innovation is so rapid and profound. Social networks, mobile phones, user-generated 
content -- these are all creating vast amounts of  new data about people, their attitudes, 
and their behaviour . For the first time in human history we are all media makers for a 
global audience. This is changing the way we communicate, organise and, potentially, how 
we manage international conflict.93

The potential of  ICTs to promote peace and to prevent conflict was highlighted in the 
Tunis Commitment, which emerged from the first World Summit on the Information 
Society event held in Tunis in November 2005.94 The interest in ICT for peace more 
broadly is still in its infancy, and is based on superficial and limited understanding of  the 
full potential of  “new” media technologies for peace processes, especially at the local level. 
Steven Livingston is nonetheless among those pioneers who have explored the potential 
for developments in digital technology to contribute to the creation and preservation of  

88  Stephan Dellavigna et al., Cross-Border media And Nationalism: Evidence From Serbian Radio In 
Croatia: NBER Working Paper No. 16989 (The National Bureau of  Economic Research, 2011) 
<http://www.nber.org/papers/w16989> [accessed 2 June 2016].

89  Pettit, J., Salazar, J.F. and Dagron, G. (2009) Citizens’ media and Communication, Development in 
Practice, vol.14. No.4&5, pp.443-452.

90  Interpeace and voz di Paz, Local Infrastructures For Peace In Guinea-Bissau: The Contribution Of  
The Regional Spaces For Dialogue To Peacebuilding, Peacebuilding In Practice #3 (Interpeace and 
voz di Paz, 2015) <http://www.interpeace.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/2015_11_25_Local_
Infrastructures_for_Peace_in_Guinea-Bissau.pdf> [accessed 2 June 2016].

91  Bernard Tanguy and others, The Future In mind: Aspirations And Forward-Looking Behaviour In Rural 
Ethiopia (Social Science Research Network, 2014) <http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?ab-
stract_id=2526352> [accessed 2 June 2016].

92  J. Hoffmann and v. Hawkins (eds), Communication and Peace: Mapping an Emerging Field (Routledge, 
Abingdon, 2015)

93  Robertson, Andrew; Fraenkel, Eran; Schoemaker, Emrys and Himelfarb, Sheldon, Media in Fragile 
Environments: The USIP Intended-Outcomes Needs Assessment methodology (United States 
Institute of  Peace, 2011)

94  United Nations, Tunis Commitment (World Summit on the Information Society, 2005) <http://www.
itu.int/net/wsis/docs2/tunis/off/7.html> [accessed 2 June 2016].
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peace through the enhancement of  our ability to be aware of  violence and human rights 
abuses, both past and present, and to hold accountable those responsible.95

The role of  ICTS in post-conflict reconstruction is an emerging area of  research, 
especially the examination of  ways in which ICTs can be used by governments and donors 
to support the transition from violence to stability.96 ICTs are used for a wide range of  
purposes within Peacebuilding - including for direct communication by individuals and 
groups; for peace communication, and for early warning systems; they are also used for 
finding and sharing information, for connecting to and between people and for behaviour 
and social change. 

SOCIAL mEDIA AS A PEACEBUILDING PLATFORm 
‘Social media represents a transformative switch to a bottom up approach, rather than a medium 

through which to ‘deliver messages’, although at the same time it is also indeed used for ‘delivery’. Social 
networking and social media are increasingly being used to target specific groups and the wider public to 
deliver messages about conflict prevention and reduction, disarmament, Peacebuilding and reconciliation.’97

The use of  social media such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and similar applications, 
has significantly expanded the opportunities for people to communicate using text, audio 
and visuals. These opportunities are being taken up by both belligerents in conflict settings 
and by peacebuilders. Research suggests that the most effective approaches on social media 
involve: communicating with people where they already are (i.e. engaging audiences via 
Facebook, rather than email); link to existing events; ‘badging’ and ladders of  engagement; 
working through people’s existing network ties; linking to offline experience. In that sense, 
the positive transformative power of  social media may not take place ‘online’, but rather 
be most effectively achieved through people’s existing social networks.98

The role of  C4D in this context is to advance effective and well strategised methods 
for using social media to achieve peacebuilding objectives. Social media is important 
in the literature in pre-, acute and in post-conflict contexts, and there is lively debate 
about the pros and cons of  social media and on how exactly they make a contribution 
in Peacebuilding. For example, Aday et al examine the effects of  media such as blogs, 
Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube, on ‘contentious politics’ and their ability to promote 
freedom and democracy. They include a discussion of  ways to use video, photography, 
narrative and social media to map crisis and transformation.99  Chatfield et al.’s case study 
from Iran explores ‘leaderless revolutions’ i.e. the use of  social media in political conflict, 
and whether it can cause true change. The study has some useful ideas about changes in 
communication, particularly social media, during times of  crisis and the need to better 
understand perceptions (public and of  those in power) of  technology and media when 
engaging in information sharing.100

Social media is a communication option that focuses more easily on the individuals 
and communities in crisis, creating opportunities for improved real-time communication 
and for greater self-sufficiency in times of  conflict.101 As a process, social media can 
be effective in shaping attitudes and changing behaviour.102 Facebook’s own research 
discovered that there was a strong correlation between an individual’s behaviour on the 
social networking site and that of  their friends.103

OTHER ‘NON-MEDIA’ C4D IN PEACEBUIlDING PlATFORMS 
There are some reflections around the use of  ‘national dialogue’ in state building 

95  Julia Hoffmann and virgil Hawkins, Communication And Peace: Mapping An Emerging Field 
(Abingdon, UK: Routledge, 2015).

96  Tim Kelly and David Souter, The Role of  Information and Communication Technologies in Postconflict 
Reconstruction (The World Bank, 2014).

97  Skuse. (2014). Communication and Complex Emergencies Resource Guide, University of  Adelaide 
<www.acmc.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Communication-and-Complex-Emergencies-
Resource-Guide.pdf>

98  OFS, 2012
99  S. Aday Et al., Blogs and Bullets: New media in Contentious Politics (Peace Research, 38(6), 2001).
100  A. T. Chatfield et al., Interactive Effects of  Networked Publics and Social Media on Transforming the 

Public Sphere: A Survey of  Iran’s leaderless ‘Social Revolution’ (45th Hawaii International Conference 
on System Sciences, 2011).

101  Oatley, 2011
102  Institute for Strategic Dialogue (ISD), Using Social media to Tackle Intolerance (Literature Review, 

2011).
103  Institute for Strategic Dialogue (ISD), Using Social media to Tackle Intolerance (Literature Review, 

2011).
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processes. Academics like von Kaltenborn-Stachau have emphasised the need for national 
dialogue as part of  rebuilding. von Kaltenborn-Stachau argues that ‘in recognition of  the 
importance of  strong and sustainable institutions, policy-makers focus on a post-conflict 
“state-building” agenda’. ‘National dialogue is not a consequence of  state-building, but 
a prerequisite for its success.’ 104 Examples of  what is meant by ‘national dialogues’ and 
different types of  dialogues within that include dialogue amongst citizens to discuss the 
importance of  political accountability, and dialogue between citizens and government, 
such as public hearings, to help build political accountability by creating a channel of  
communication. 

In thinking about such national dialogues Deane, from BBC media Action, emphasises 
that C4D interventions should take into account the complex and multi-layered local 
media environment. ‘Those intent on supporting state-building would do better to encourage 
engagement in highly complex and decentralised media and communication environments and to support 
strategies that minimise media fostering of  violence and maximise its potential to enhance community 
and national dialogue’.105 Deane further highlights the need for the creation of  a media and 
communication system in post conflict contexts that provides a platform for a national 
public conversation to facilitate the development of  a shared national identity, arguing 
that market forces alone are unlikely to produce this result. This idea is supported by 
UNDP106 who notes that former government-owned monopoly broadcasters have rarely 
transformed themselves into independent public service broadcasters. 

RITUAL AS A PEACEBUILDING PLATFORm. 
Ritual and non-verbal communications are specific and alternative types of  peacebuild-

ing communication. They are deeply contextual and deeply connected with people’s psy-
chosocial outlook. Schirch explores the use of  rituals as symbolic acts in limiting violence 
and encouraging Peacebuilding approaches. She argues that examples of  Peacebuilding 
often centre on the serious, rational negotiations and formal problem-solving efforts in 
conflict situations and yet what helps to achieve peace are symbolic, non-verbal ritual acts 
or communications – such as shaking hands, or sharing a meal – but that the importance 
of  these is often overlooked.107 The use of  rituals can be powerful symbolic acts in 
Peacebuilding.  Schirch suggests that C4D methodologies should include pre-existing 
rituals, including drama and music etc., which traditionally limit violence and encourage 
information sharing in societies108.

5�3 c4d in peacebuilding – addressing 
needs through c4d strategies 

There are a wide range of  needs on the level of  the individual, families, groups, 
communities and institutions in peacebuilding� in response, a wide range of  c4d 
strategies seek to address these needs� in the literature there is a growing body of  
work providing reflection about what C4D can do in addressing these needs and 
what can be achieved�

5.3.1 Dialogue Strategies
In the context of  Peacebuilding there is a need for dialogue. The underpinning idea that 

informs dialogue interventions is that through well facilitated dialogue people can feel 
heard, engage with one another, break down barriers, and build trust.  More specifically, 
dialogue can contribute to:

Feel heard: Engaging in dialogue and being listened to help to air 
grievances, allowing people to move on and trust to be built. 

Get to know the ‘Other’: Dialogue can also show how two groups are not as different as 
they perhaps imagined, which improves the chances of  developing mutual trust. Learning 
about different cultures and religions means increased understanding and less fear; fear 
inhibits trust. Dialogue between people of  different groups can eliminate misconceptions 

104  H. Kaltenborn-Stachau, The Missing link. Fostering Positive Citizen-State Relations in Post-Conflict 
Environments (CommGap, 2008).

105  James Deane, Policy briefing: Fragile states: The Role of  Media and Communications (BBC Media 
Action, 2013).

106  James Deane, Communication for Empowerment: Development media Strategies in Support of  
vulnerable Groups, Practical Guidance Note (UNDP, 2006).

107  l. Schirch, Ritual and Symbol in Peacebuilding (Bloomfield, CT: Kumarian Press, Inc., 2005).
108  l. Schirch, Ritual and Symbol in Peacebuilding (Bloomfield, CT: Kumarian Press, Inc., 2005).
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and help to create awareness of  similarities. Knowledge of  other groups reduces the 
perception of  “the other”. 

Aid social cohesion: Well facilitated dialogue can build social cohesion through building 
communication between groups that might not otherwise interact. Such social cohesion 
efforts often rely on participatory dialogue between groups in order to promote sufficient 
social mobility for change to occur. 

Build trust: Dialogue between the government and citizens can build confidence in the 
government as it gives the government a chance to explain how and why it is doing 
what it is doing. Knowledge of  how the government functions and how members of  
government are appointed, can improve trust in government processes. Knowledge of  
the country’s constitution and rights may also improve confidence.

The learning about the role of  C4D for social cohesion is that trust-creating dialogue 
is not only about transmitting information/knowledge, as the literature on trust suggests 
that trust building is a long term process needing continued dialogue. Hence, the dialogue 
with representatives of  the State or government needs to be ongoing. However, this does 
not have to be necessarily face-to-face. An OECD study on how inter-ethnic dialogue 
and media programmes failed because of  a faulty theory of  change is informative, as it 
shows how, when people are “forced to trust”, what is developed is merely a temporary 
cooperative behaviour to reach a common goal. 

Externally imposed dialogue processes sometimes mistake collaboration as indicator for 
trust.109 ‘The assumption that the changes in attitude resulting from dialogue would lead to changes in 
political attitudes and actions, or trickle down to influence others in the community or trickle up to influence 
key decision makers, proved to be wrong. In both Kosovo Albanian and Kosovo Serb communities, implicit 
intra-community pressures, or “rules of  the game”, restricted the boundaries of  permissible interaction to 
generally non-visible business interactions, and made maintenance and expansion of  inter-ethnic linkages 
difficult.’110 

Communication that can build dialogue at the community and national levels offers the 
best chance of  promoting conflict reduction, peace and reconciliation. Conflicts represent 
very complex interactive dynamics between the community and national level, each level 
exploiting the divisions and tensions in the other level. So conflict analysis needs to be 
different for local and national level.111

SAFE SPACES
‘Safe spaces’ allow the discussion and clarification of  otherwise difficult, taboo or 

dangerous issues related to conflict and peace. UNICEF is one of  the main exponents of  
the idea of  ‘safe spaces’, which is conceived as the creation or use of  a place for sharing 
personal narratives and expanding conversations about the causes and consequences 
of, and how best to deal with conflict.112 Oatley suggests that much C4D radio and Tv 
programming, which provides public service information on health issues, women’s 
rights, and youth interests, is conceptually a safe space for interaction between different 
factions within communities.113 Spadacini takes this idea further by adding that even 
online spaces such as Facebook can be counted as safe spaces.114 Similarly, Zelizer reports 
that arts-based processes help create a safe space to bring people together and explore 
emotions and ideas, and to work on cooperative project, as in the example of  Bosnia-
Herzegovina.115 Spadacini suggests that the experience of  working together with peers 
in a collaborative way on media content enables children and adolescents to create a safe 

109  DAC Network on Conflict, Peace and Development Co-operation and the DAC Network 
on Development Evaluation, Encouraging Effective Evaluation Of  Conflict Prevention And 
Peacebuilding Activities: Towards DAC Guidance, OEDC Journal On Development (OEDC, 2007) 
<http://www.oecd.org/development/evaluation/dcdndep/39660852.pdf> [accessed 2 June 2016], 83.

110  DAC Network on Conflict, Peace and Development Co-operation and the DAC Network 
on Development Evaluation, Encouraging Effective Evaluation Of  Conflict Prevention And 
Peacebuilding Activities: Towards DAC Guidance, OEDC Journal On Development (OEDC, 2007) 
<http://www.oecd.org/development/evaluation/dcdndep/39660852.pdf> [accessed 2 June 2016], 83.

111  N. Stathis Kalyvas, Civil Wars (in The Oxford Handbook of  Comparative Politics, Oxford, 2009).
112  Beatrice Spadacini, Global mapping of  Communication for Development Interventions in 

Peacebuilding and Conflict Transformation (UNICEF, 2013
113  P. Woodrow & N. Oatley, Practical Approaches to Theories of  Change (Conflict, Security, and Justice 

Part I, 2013).
114  Beatrice Spadacini, Global mapping of  Communication for Development Interventions in 

Peacebuilding and Conflict Transformation (UNICEF, 2013).
115  C. Zelizer, The Role of  Artistic Processes in Peace-Building in Bosnia-Herzegovina (Peace and 

Conflict Studies, 10(2), 62–75, 2003)
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space where they transcend violence and discrimination, and reframe their own reality.116 
An example of  the effect of  safe spaces is articulated in UNICEF Pakistan’s theory 

of  change: “if  youth from different backgrounds are given the space to constructively 
participate in a dialogue process where they are encouraged to discover, dream, and share 
experiences with each other, then they will learn to respect diversity while forming a 
common identity, build trust amongst one another, and enable them to become more 
active and confident members of  society”. 

Working together
Another dialogical strategy used in C4D, and more broadly in development of  course, 

is to facilitate people to work together as a route to getting to know each other and 
breaking down barriers. By working together, for example as part of  a C4D project, 
people are often forced to trust each other to complete the role they have been assigned. 
This can provide grounds for trust outside of  the participatory communication project. 
In addition, when radio projects made by people from different ethnic backgrounds are 
aired, the community becomes aware that it is possible to work together. This encourages 
inter-group trust. One experimental study has shown that a radio intervention in a post-
conflict situation can encourage communal problem solving in ways that do not rely on 
authority figures.117

An example of  ‘working together’ through C4D is UNICEF Somalia’s focus on youth-
led facilitation of  key national curriculum workshops. Students worked together with 
teachers, ministers and other policy makers to collaboratively shape a curriculum that is 
both locally and nationally relevant.118

5.3.2 Edutainment Strategies 
The edutainment approach incorporates educational messages and works with framing 

and modelling of  behaviour following fictitious characters, into entertainment frameworks 
with the goal of  creating behavioural change among the audience.119 This highly employed 
approach is often supported by strategies that involve the amplification of  positive role 
models. In varied conflict settings there is a need for peace role models as a counterpoint 
to other more negative role models that may be emerging or being given attention. This is 
particularly pertinent for youth, where role models are especially important in the youth 
culture. 

C4D in Peacebuilding can promote peace role models through a variety of  strategies 
using radio, social media and other channels. C4D can also be a key part of  a broader 
Peacebuildling strategy incorporating role models, playing the role of  amplifier and 
distributor of  the voice of  the role models, or the communication engagement between 
role models and those following them. The learning about the role of  C4D for promoting 
role models is that seeing and interacting with others who enact peace competencies can 
motivate individuals away from violence-based social norms.

5.3.4 Information & Knowledge Building Strategies 
BUILDING KNOWLEDGE AND REDRESSING RUmORS
In the context of  peacebuilding there is a need for addressing misunderstanding, 

providing accurate information and redressing rumors. In conflict settings, information 
flows may be compromised or hijacked and it is not always easy for people to access 
information that they can trust. People produce unreliable information, deliberately and 
not deliberately, and others take this up and this can have significantly negative results. As 
a consequence, groups may have incorrect ideas and beliefs about one other120.

Lack of  reliable information often prevents people in crisis situations from obtaining 
emergency health care, food or shelter, while simmering conflict may complicate the 

116  Beatrice Spadacini, Global mapping of  Communication for Development Interventions in 
Peacebuilding and Conflict Transformation (UNICEF, 2013).

117  E. L. Paluck and Donald P. Green, “Deference, Dissent, And Dispute Resolution: An Experimental 
Intervention Using mass media To Change Norms And Behavior In Rwanda”, Am Polit Sci Rev, 103 
(2009), 622 <http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/s0003055409990128>. 

118  See full case study in Compendium of  Case Studies of  C4D in Peacebuilding, C4D Network 
(UNICEF, June 2016)

119  SFCG, Rumour management manual: a Training Guide, 1–16 (2007)
120  R. Howard, Media & Elections: A Handbook for Journalists (International Media Support, 2004).
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picture and can cause people to become restless, desperate and easy to manipulate.121 
manipulation may be achieved via broadcast media, social media or through political, 
community, religious or ethnic/tribal groups and meetings, and often involves the easy 
spread of  rumours.122  Communicators can spread lies and propaganda, encourage fear and 
hatred, destroy hope, and reinforce stereotypes, exacerbating existing conflicts and driving 
more violence, or in post-conflict situations encouraging a return to violence.123Inaccurate 
or manipulated information would be more recognisable and more avoidable if  people 
had greater capacity to judge the sources of  information. The ability to recognise accurate 
information (e.g. data and evidence supporting the statement, reliable source, awareness 
of  bias etc.) encourages people to find reliable information and not trust unreliable 
information. In the context of  peacebuilding there is a need for actively countering false 
rumours. Rumours are potentially very dangerous, tipping a group towards violence, 
undoing months of  trust‐building or peace negotiations.124Communications can be 
used to verify or deny rumours. Although media in some places has helped create or 
contributed to rumour, in other places it helps to overturn rumours or discredit them 
simply by being the trusted voice, meaning that if  it is not on the radio or Tv channel it 
is not believed.125

lastly, in conflict and emergency situations it cannot be assumed that information needs 
are uniform. As DFID notes, it must be recognised that men, women and children may 
have very different information needs, and that these are further complicated by factors 
of  age, status, ethnicity, religious practice and culture.126 

BREAKING DOWN STEREOTYPES
In the context of  peacebuilding there is a need for dismantling of  stereotypes. 

Communicators can also help audiences understand other people and empathise with 
rather than fear them.127 Dialogue can help to break down these stereotypes as it gives 
people the chance to meet and talk to people from other social groups. Knowledge 
about suffering of  other groups can increase sensitive by raising awareness of  how other 
groups and other people can be victims too.128 If  you teach people about the importance 
of  evidence to support statements, it is less likely that they will accept and propagate 
stereotypes. This is particularly relevant for local journalists and other local communicators 
in the community but also applies to ordinary citizens as well. 

Communicators have the power to help eliminate stereotypes, and the authority to 
shape the discussion and define the areas of  common ground through accurate, unbiased 
reporting.129  From a broadcast media perspective, Howard & Rolt suggest that stereotypes 
can be countered by asking callers or guests on talk shows to describe the impact their 
own experiences of  being stereotyped had on them.130 However, this is not uncontested; 
Paluck’s experimental study in the Democratic Republic of  Congo found that compared 
viewing only an educational soap opera, those who viewed the soap opera in conjunction 
with a write-in talk show, were more intolerant, more mindful of  grievances, and less likely 
to aid disliked community members.131

One of  the most useful texts on the subject of  dismantling of  stereotypes, from a media 
perspective, is the Building Blocks for Common Ground Talk,132 which describes ten 
strategies: Listen for ‘Yes’ statements; be pro-active; dig deeper; question assumptions; 
subvert stereotypes; humanise; promote dignity; encourage flexibility; disagree honestly; 

121  S. Kalathil et al., Towards a New Model. Media and Communication in Post-Conflict and Fragile States 
(CommGAP, World Bank, 2005).

122  m. Frohardt & J. Temin, Use and Abuse of  media in vulnerable Societies (USIP Special Report, 110, 
19–29, 2003).

123  m. Frohardt & J. Temin, Use and Abuse of  media in vulnerable Societies (USIP Special Report, 110, 
19–29, 2003).
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127  SFCG, Rumour management manual: a Training Guide, 1–16 (2007).
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2005)
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and encourage vision.

5.3.5 Peace Communication Strategies
COUNTERING HATE SPEECH
In the context of  Peacebuilding there is a need for actively countering hate speech. 

Countering outrageous statements is best done either by removing the reference entirely 
(if  it is not essential)133 or by finding others to frame and put the hate speech within a 
wider context, showing that most people don’t agree with the speaker even within the 
same article or report.134

The same authors add that hate speech, of  all kinds, must be challenged and that critical 
reaction from others should be sought immediately. Hate speech should be put in the 
proper context – as offensive, dangerous and a potential crime against humanity. But 
some people use metaphors and proverbs to carry their message of  hate. This too, say 
Howard & Rolt,135 should be challenged by asking the speaker for clarity. Journalists and 
presenters who recognise hidden hate speech should immediately ask the speaker to 
explain what they mean in straightforward terms. 

moreover, as the Ethical Journalism Network (EJN)136puts it, journalists must focus 
not just on what is said, but what is intended. It is not just a matter of  law or socially 
acceptable behaviour; it is a question of  whether speech aims to do others harm, 
particularly at moments when there is the threat of  immediate violence. From a media 
development perspective, hate speech is one of  the most difficult issues which journalists 
have to deal with. Sometimes the perpetrator is a senior politician or other leader, and 
as such the words spoken may have to be reported,137. As the EJN explains in a recent 
paper, journalists often fail to balance the responsibility to report against another cardinal 
principle of  journalism, which is to minimise harm.138

Dialogue can build awareness of  how hate speech impacts its target audience. In 
addition, through contact with those whom hate speech is aimed, misconceptions can 
be broken down and common aspects of  humanity can be recognised. Education about 
detecting propaganda and rumours can help people to not propagate hate speech but 
rather check information for evidence. C4D can trigger discussion about the impacts of  
hate speech and through working together, people from different social groups can learn 
about common struggles and suffering. 

5.3.6 media Development Strategies 
The media sector has the potential to play a significant role – both negative and 

positive – in peacebuilding. As a highly rigorous study has shown, at least 10 per cent of  
participants in the Rwandan genocide were directly induced to take part in the killing by 
radio broadcasts.139 A number of  writers have analysed this duality,140 generally concluding 
that it is a matter of  context that determines the role of  media in conflict and that ‘media 
development’ as an area of  practice is important in building the capacity and the will of  
media (be it owners, editors or journalists) to be peacemakers rather than opponents 
of  peace. ‘The same information flows [that can promote peace can also] contribute to mobilization, 
intimidation, retaliatory attacks, radicalization, and other escalatory dynamics.’141

The idea behind media development is that by training journalists, engaging with the 
organisational structures of  the media industry – including public media, private media 
and community media – and focusing on media policy an impact can be achieved in 
building peace dividends. ‘media Development’ is primarily focused on building the 
capacity of  journalists, editors and media owners to be more effective as agents of  peace 

133  R. Howard, Media & Elections: A Handbook for Journalists (International Media Support, 2004)
134  R. Howard, & F. Rolt, Radio Talkshows for Peacebuilding - a Guide (SFCG, 2007).
135  R. Howard, & F. Rolt, Radio Talkshows for Peacebuilding - a Guide (SFCG, 2007).
136  EJN, A Five-Point Test for Journalists - Turning the Page of  Hate in Media (EJN, 2015).
137  R. Howard, & F. Rolt, Radio Talkshows for Peacebuilding - a Guide (SFCG, 2007).
138  EJN, A Five-Point Test for Journalists - Turning the Page of  Hate in Media (EJN, 2015).
139  D. Yanagizawa-Drott, Propaganda and conflict: Evidence from the Rwandan genocide (The Quarterly 

Journal of  Economics, (129:4), 2014).
140  See James Deane, Policy briefing: Fragile states: The Role of  Media and Communications (BBC 

Media Action, 2013); P. Woodrow & N. Oatley, Practical Approaches to Theories of  Change (Conflict, 
Security, and Justice Part I, 2013).

141  L. Kogan, Communication for Peacebuilding Priority Grant Program Learning Group Report (USIP, 
2012).
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to be more aligned with peacebuilding goals and to conduct their profession in a way that 
is supportive of  peace rather than undermining the process. 

DEvELOPING mEDIA TO BE ‘ADvOCATES’ OF PEACE
Media communication can help mitigate conflict, build shared identities, promote social 

cohesion, dismantle stereotyping, and help to construct and support peace negotiations and 
deals. While some of  these tasks fall into the area of  conflict sensitive journalism,142much 
of  it can be considered as behaviour change communication.143 

media, of  all kinds, can support peace processes by reporting often and accurately on 
what is being discussed and agreed, helping audiences to understand the issues, and inviting 
them to participate by telling the politicians what they think and suggesting their own 
solutions.144 media has the potential to play many roles in the prevention and management 
of  conflict, including channelling communication between parties, educating, confidence 
building, providing an emotional outlet, and framing and defining the conflict.145 

media development is used to create an enabling environment for peace. It is a key 
element in creating an enabling environment for peace and it is used to foster closer 
peacebuilding relationships between media and citizens. In many societies, the population 
has developed a natural mistrust to media and thus informal information circulation 
through personal networks remains very important.146

Media development is used to sensitise journalists about peace and conflict. Conflict 
sensitivity and the media is a very important area of  focus because the media can play 
a significantly negative, or positive, role in conflict settings in influencing dynamics. 
A conflict sensitive media sector is less likely to play a negative role and is an asset to 
peacebuilding. Conversely, conflict insensitive media can be a conflict trigger and have the 
potential to undermine peacebuilding. ‘A conflict sensitive journalist applies conflict analysis and 
searches for new voices and new ideas about the conflict, and is engaged in the search for solutions. …… A 
good journalist will do many conflict sensitive tasks without necessarily doing so purposefully; channelling 
communication between the sides (both positive and negative), educating the sides about each other, helping 
to reduce suspicion, correcting misperceptions and humanising the other, framing the conflict and working 
towards solutions’.147 

Media development is used to training journalists and editors. However, ‘few journalists 
have any training in the theory of  conflict’, noted Galtung in 2000, and the situation 
remains largely the same today. Howard points out that ‘having the skills to analyse a 
conflict enables a reporter to be a more effective professional journalist and a more aware 
individual…(and) Such training can result in a more professional form of  journalism.’148 

5.4. Evidence from the field
Here, an illustration of  a number of  C4D projects and programmes carried out in various 

realities of  conflict is offered. While the initiatives are presented on the basis of  the C4D 
platforms that characterise their design, their objectives might differ in relation to the 
conflict phase they have been implemented in. This becomes clear from their description. 
moreover, while an attempt is made of  providing examples for different categories, it is 
important to note that many C4D in Peacebuilding efforts at present employ a variety 
of  media platforms simultaneously: this allows practitioners to adapt interventions to 
address different levels of  the SEM and to respond to different phases of  the conflict as 
shifts occur. 

5.4.1.Participation
A participatory approach to the use of  media allows us to re-think media productions 

from the bottom up and to provide communities with the skills, means and voice to tell 
their own stories. participatory video and participatory theatre are avenues to do this. 
There are a number of  experiences from the field that are related to the use of  video in 

142  R. Howard, Media & Elections: A Handbook for Journalists (International Media Support, 2004).
143  S. Kalathil et al., Towards a New Model. Media and Communication in Post-Conflict and Fragile States 

(CommGAP, World Bank, 2005).
144  R. Howard, Media & Elections: A Handbook for Journalists (International Media Support, 2004).
145  m. Betz, Radio as Peacebuilder: A Case Study of  Radio Okapi in the Democratic Republic of  Congo 

(The Great Lakes Research Journal, 1, 38–50, 2004)
146  mirko, J. (2016). “Feedback on First Draft”, Email.
147  R. Howard, Media & Elections: A Handbook for Journalists (International Media Support, 2004).
148  R. Howard, Media & Elections: A Handbook for Journalists (International Media Support, 2004).
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post-conflict settings. These are mainly activities implemented by non-governmental or 
other charitable organizations. While they carry an analogous purpose, methods may vary 
slightly, depending on the way each project is planned; methods differ particularly in the 
way the use of  cameras is introduced to participants, and in the degree of  definition of  
the roles that each individual has within the video-making process.

An example of  participatory video (Pv) in action is with mercy corps Kenya Leap 
sport programme evaluation, where participants took part in a three-week Pv most 
Significant Change Evaluation and training. Implemented in the aftermath of  the 
Kenya 2007/2008 Post-election violence with young people who were either victims 
or perpetrators of  the ethnic conflict, the project trained participants to develop, 
perform and film their stories of  pro-peace change, before selecting and editing the 
‘most significant’ of  these clips into a short film. This experience was documented by 
Baú149. The participatory video programme for young people living in refugee camps 
implemented by FilmAid teaches individuals film-making skills to produce videos that 
address topics related to conflict resolution and peacebuilding; health education; landmine 
awareness; prevention of  sexual abuse and gender-based violence among women and 
girls; repatriation information; and more. The project puts video cameras into the hands 
of  refugee youth, enabling them to tell their own stories. The videos that the youths create 
are often shared with their communities at FilmAid’s evening screenings.

Participatory Theatre is defined by UNICEF and the community of  practitioners who 
participated in the Africa Directions’ theatre workshop held in June 2015 in Zambia 
as “an approach in which the actors interact with the public, based on a real problem. 
Throughout the participatory event, the public participates to adapt, change or correct a 
situation, an attitude or a behaviour that is developed during the show.”150 

An example of  participatory Theatre in action is that implemented by unicef 
Burundi with their faith-based implementing partner ‘Center Ubuntu’151. They have 
found that Participatory Theatre helps to increase conflict-affected communities’ 
capacity to cope with their problems by generating dialogue and promoting tolerance. 
Participants express their problems, and find answers through the theatrical process. 
It has been observed that social problems are being overcome through this process, as 
young people take a leading role in peacebuilding efforts and come together to confront 
long-standing social divisions. Organised by the Centre Cultural Français and Search 
for Common Ground (SFCG), Tubyage, in Burundi, worked to encourage national 
reconciliation and to contribute to social change by raising awareness and educating 
the population about forgiveness and reconciliation, human rights, democracy, and 
good governance using interactive theatre, which includes theatre of  the oppressed 
and playback theatre techniques. The association de soutain des opprimés 
(aso) used forum theatre techniques to address issues of  concern in the DRC, 
touring plays to villages around one province. Actors depicted instances of  injustice, 
which the audience was then invited to intervene to resolve, either by suggesting 
how the outcome could be changed or by taking the place of  one of  the actors.

5.4.2. Face to face
An example of  an interpersonal platform in C4D in Peacebuilding is the peace clubs 

implemented by UNICEF Cote d’Ivoire152. Based on the evidence from the conflict 
analysis and baseline study, their theory of  change argues that ‘if  children, parents and 
teachers are better equipped to prevent, reduce and cope with conflict through the 
dialogues and training they participate in in Peace Clubs, then they become positive 
agents of  change thereby contributing to social cohesion in their community’. The goal 
of  the Peace Clubs is therefore to increase the capacity of  children, parents, teachers and 
community members to prevent, reduce and cope with conflict and promote peace. In the 
aftermath of  the Kenyan Post-Election violence, similarly, UNDP helped to set up local 
peace committees, where members of  different tribes who fought during the conflict 

149 valentina Baú, (2015) Building Peace through Social Change Communication. Participatory video in 
conflict-affected communities, Community Development Journal, vol.50, No.1, pp.121-137.

150  Search For Common Ground, Participatory Theatre For Conflict Transformation: Training Manual 
(Search For Common Ground, 2012) <http://dmeforpeace.org/sites/default/files/Participatory-
Theatre-manual-EN.pdf> [accessed 2 June 2016].

151  See full case study in Compendium of  Case Studies of  C4D in Peacebuilding, C4D Network 
(UNICEF, June 2016)

152  See full case study in Compendium of  Case Studies of  C4D in Peacebuilding, C4D Network 
(UNICEF, June 2016)
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were able to come together and discuss issues affecting their communities.
Opportunities to meet face to face regularly – in the context of  a regular meeting, club 

or group – can be described as dialogue meetings. Through these types of  meetings, 
people have valuable opportunities to talk, listen and build relationships. The creation of  
these platforms is strongly connected to the idea of  safe spaces promoted by UNICEF 
and discussed previously. In this framework, the organisation of  peace clubs, mothers 
clubs for peace, schools clubs, faith-based groups, women’s groups, youth groups etc. 
can allow dialogue and enable more open discussion. Community meetings can, argues 
Oatley,153 be complemented with the addition of  new communication tools like mobile 
phones, SmS and social media. Interpeace notes that it is ‘interesting to highlight the 
option of  scaling up by linking several community-level clubs to create nation-wide 
movement for peace.’154 The large-scale community dialogues supported by UNICEF 
mali155 - attended by around 100 participants each, and held on the regional, district and 
community-levels – demonstrate that it is possible to realise a vision of  a nation-wide 
dialogue movement.

UNICEF Cote d’Ivoire have used dialogue meetings at multiple lifecycle stages156. 
Out-of-school ‘disturber’ youth – called guardians of  peace – were trained in 
conflict management in order to become agents of  change and to positively impact 
their communities. After the training, they started sharing what they had learned 
through dialogue meetings with other disruptive peers and initiated several activities in 
schools through mediations, conferences and debates on “Non-violence in schools” in 
surrounding villages. This iniitative is strongly based on the idea of  role models discussed 
previously. UNICEF and SFCG also support an early-child development centre that 
brings women together to work towards a common goal and opens up space for dialogue, 
joint learning and productive activities that benefit the both centre and the community. 
The skills taught are aimed at empowering women to become ambassadors of  peace and 
agents of  change that can benefit not only themselves but also the larger community. This 
intervention is aimed at breaking mistrust, transforming relationships and strengthening 
the social fabric. amani matani, in Kenya, is another project that saw the adoption of  
community dialogue as the main instrument to achieve peace and understanding between 
groups. The project was aimed at promoting democratic governance and ethnic tolerance 
through civic engagement, and was set to target 100 women and 350 youths from different 
villages. By employing a participatory approach to civic engagement, dialogue forums 
were established in order to enhance women and youth participation as agents of  peace, 
decision makers, as serious voters. The initiative also encouraged clarity and transparency 
from the political leaders.

5.4.3. For a wider reach
In relation to mass media platforms, examples of  projects and programmes using 

radio for peacebuilding are countless.  UN peace missions have been setting up radio 
programmes in post-conflict countries since the 1980s. In areas where ethnic and 
political factions have incited hate or spread propaganda, UN-run stations have sought 
to counteract the messages of  such broadcasts, especially after extremist leaders used 
radio in the early 1990s to fan ethnic hatred and incite genocide in Rwanda and the 
former Yugoslavia. To mention specific experiences that directly employ C4D strategies, 
unicef pakistan’s youth-led radio programming brought youth leaders to work 
together with radio producers to develop components of  their radio magazine shows 
through experiential learning, using the first-person narrative approach for storytelling 
and commentary157. Radio La Benevolencija in the Democratic Republic of  Congo 
created radio programmes, organised roundtable discussions and established an early 
warning system to try and prevent post-election violence. The primary objective of  this 
project was to help counteract information flows that can lead to incitement, escalation 

153  P. Woodrow & N. Oatley, Practical Approaches to Theories of  Change (Conflict, Security, and Justice 
Part I, 2013).

154  Interpeace and voz di Paz, Local Infrastructures For Peace In Guinea-Bissau: The Contribution Of  
The Regional Spaces For Dialogue To Peacebuilding, Peacebuilding In Practice #3 (Interpeace and 
voz di Paz, 2015) <http://www.interpeace.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/2015_11_25_Local_
Infrastructures_for_Peace_in_Guinea-Bissau.pdf> [accessed 2 June 2016].

155  See full case study in Compendium of  Case Studies of  C4D in Peacebuilding, C4D Network 
(UNICEF, June 2016)

156  See full case study in Compendium of  Case Studies of  C4D in Peacebuilding, C4D Network 
(UNICEF, June 2016)

157  See full case studies in C4D in Peacebuilding Resource Guide, C4D Network (UNICEF, April 2016)
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of  violence, scape-goating and other manipulation in the run up to, during, and in the 
aftermath of  the Congolese Presidential Elections 2011/2012.

looking at edutainment strategies in both acute and post-violent conflict phases, radio 
dramas is widely adopted in a range of  different countries. our neighbours, ourselves 
from SFCG featured a Hutu and a Tutsi family who lived next door to one other in rural 
Burundi. It relied heavily on humour and covered the gamut of  Burundian daily life - 
police harassment, mistreatment of  women, family obligations, HIv/AIDS, reintegration 
of  returning refugees, alcohol abuse, teenage pregnancy, etc. Yet, humour was also used 
to tackle very serious issues such as violence, inter-ethnic hatred and social break-down in 
a reality of  civil war and political instability. Launched in 2010 by Lamele Theatre Artists 
through USAID funds, ajing conga, Bila pa Ladwar is a serial radio drama followed 
by live theatre performances that was produced to provide people, especially returnees 
in post-conflict Uganda, with information on education, health, culture, security, and 
governance. vila pisa Bem (“walk well village”), in mozambique, tells the stories of  
three families that have returned to their homes from internally displaced people’s camps. 
Launched in June 2009 and produced by CmFD (Community media for Development) 
Productions for World Without mines mozambique, this serial radio drama wanted to 
raise awareness, disseminate information, and encourage safe behaviours around land-
mines. The storyline focuses on a rural community in which a demining operation is in 
progress. 

Examples of  Tv as a platform in C4D in Peacebuilding include a number of  Tv debate 
programmes run by BBC media Action in countries such as Nepal, Bangladesh, and 
Kenya. These are designed to help build a shared identity, which Deane158 argues is one of  
the key ingredients of  a stable state and in the transition from conflict to peace. nashe 
maalo (“our neighbourhood”) is the first Macedonian children’s television program 
created to promote intercultural understanding and to impart conflict resolution skills 
pertinent to children’s everyday lives. Co-produced by SFGC Productions and Children’s 
Television Workshop (now Sesame Workshop), the show follows a diverse cast of  ethnic 
macedonian, Albanian, Turkish and Roma children as they grapple with issues such as 
prejudice, stereotypes, friendship and love. Within the area of  edutainment, the most 
popular show appears to be another SFCG production, broadcast across several countries 
in Africa, Asia and middle East. The Team has merged the global appeal of  the game of  
soccer with soap opera to help transform social attitudes and diminish violent behavior 
in countries affected deeply rooted conflict. The television series addresses the very 
real divisive issues facing societies using sport as a unifier to surmount barriers. Each 
production of  The Team follows the characters on a football team who must overcome 
their differences – cultural, ethnic, religious, tribal, racial and socio-economic – in order to 
work together to win the game. All of  the series are created and produced by local actors 
and scriptwriters who have experienced those divisions firsthand. The show has also been 
presented in a radio format.

5.4.4. A local focus
On a smaller scale, the use of  community media in peacebuilding has been exemplified 

by UNICEF Cameroon159. UNICEF Cameroon’s C4D response to cross-border conflict 
centres upon the channel most apt for this border crossing: cross-border community 
radio stations. These stations’ capacities were built to develop their listeners’ awareness 
of  social cohesion issues, through conflict sensitive programming. Radio Listener clubs 
were supported to respond to these stations and develop conflict resilience within their 
homes and communities. Launched by the Uganda Peace Foundation Initiative (UPFI), 
the Advocacy  for  Peace  and  Conflict  Resolution programme aims to strengthen 
community peace and conflict transformation capacities in northern Uganda. It wants 
to help establish a culture of  peace, tolerance, and non-violence within the population. 
This includes sensitising communities about peace by organising radio programmes, sport 
activities such as football and netball, exchange visits between internally-displaced people’s 
camps, cultural activities, and creating community peacebuilding and conflict resolution 
committees. Participatory theatre can also be a form of  community media. The Justice 
and Reconciliation project (JRp), for example, used community theatre performances 
as a tool for survivors of  the Ugandan conflict to advocate for issues affecting them. The 

158  James Deane, Policy briefing: Fragile states: The Role of  Media and Communications (BBC Media 
Action, 2013

159  See full case study in Compendium of  Case Studies of  C4D in Peacebuilding, C4D Network 
(UNICEF, June 2016)
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plays were created by community members and videos made of  the performances were 
used to highlight key issues.

SUPPORTING WOmEN
C4D in Peacebuilding strategies and platforms can also be tailored to target women, 

who are often a vulnerable group in the context of  conflict and are left deeply scarred 
by the violence. Women  in Post-Conflict Situations  radio project by the Adventist 
Development and Relief  Agency (ADRA) worked to provide a platform, via radio, for 
women in post-conflict Rwanda, Burundi, and Democratic Republic of  Congo to share 
their stories of  survival. The purpose of  the project, which concluded in November 2009, 
was to restore hope to other affected women across conflict regions. listeners’ groups 
and advisory committees worked to provide feedback and guidance to the programme. 
Through the women, poetry and video project by Interpeace, women of  Somaliland 
brought their creativity into play to convey messages of  peace among two separate 
communities and helped to bring warring clans back to the negotiation table in their 
pursuit of  peace. The women wrote and performed their calls for peace in the form of  
poetry and song, which were captured on film and compiled into short video clips by the 
Puntland Development Research Centre and then shared with both communities. 

5.4.5. visual channels
Examples of  video and film as a platform in C4D in Peacebuilding include mobile 

cinema as a powerful tool to create virtual dialogue across the country and with ordinary 
citizens and high officials, such as the mobile audiovisual unit in Puntland by 
UNICEF mali160. In Lebanon, do it yourself, do it Together involves a series of  films 
– produced by BBC Media Action in collaboration with local and Syrian film-makers, 
artists and actors since 2013 – that cover a range of  topics including access to education, 
aid, legal advice and missing family tracing services in Syrian refugee camps. a political 
safari was a democracy and voter education outreach project that uses mobile cinema to 
engage audiences in debates and discussions, particularly focusing on promoting free and 
fair elections. The mobile cinema aired a documentary called “An African Election” to 
educate voters on electoral processes and inspire them to commit to peaceful elections. 
The pilot tour included 10 regions in Ghana in 2012, with subsequent showings in Kenya 
and madagascar ahead of  their 2013 elections. The project was a collaboration between 
the European Union and the governments of  Switzerland and Canada.

By applying, once again, a participatory approach to the use of  film, peace it Together 
project is a dialogue and film-making programme that offers Israeli and Palestinian youth 
the opportunity to connect deeply with their so-called “enemy” while co-creating short 
films that are used as peacebuilding tools throughout the world. To create films together, 
film-makers need to discuss controversial topics and give up some of  their own ideas and 
expectations– a process that is essential for reconciliation and peace. In the film-making 
process, the youth socialise, negotiate and discover each other. dialogue through 
film, by Conciliation Resources is a film project that brings together young Azeris and 
Karabakhis to learn film-making skills, tell their stories, and share them across a divided 
region. The project consists of  joint film training, documentary production and post 
screening discussions moderated by local partner organisations that give people a chance 
to share their reactions and to talk more broadly about the conflict. 

5.4.6. Enhancing the use of  technology
The potential of  ICTs in supplementing existing “infrastructures for peace” has, 

surprisingly, received attention mostly from practitioners rather than peace scholars.161 
ICTs can be used for identifying conflict situations through early-warning systems, 
preventing conflicts, promoting their peaceful resolution, supporting humanitarian 
action, including protection of  civilians in armed conflicts, facilitating peacekeeping 
missions, assisting post-conflict peacebuilding and reconstruction, and linking affected 
populations.162 ICTs can also be used for mapping and for ‘crowdsourcing’ information. 

160  Interpeace, Five Cities In 16 Days: Using mobile Cinema To Nurture Youth Peacebuilders In Puntland 
(Interpeace, 2016) <http://www.interpeace.org/2016/03/five-cities-in-16-days-using-mobile-cinema-
to-nurture-youth-peacebuilders-in-puntland/> [accessed 2 June 2016].

161  Julia Hoffmann and virgil Hawkins, Communication And Peace: Mapping An Emerging Field 
(Abingdon, UK: Routledge, 2015).

162  F. Fiedrich and B. van de Walle, “ISCRAm 2008 Proceedings”, in 5th International Conference on 
Information Systems for Crisis Response and management ISCRAm 2008: Special Session on ICT For 
Peace, 2016 <http://5th International Conference on Information Systems for Crisis Response and 
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With more community sharing, collective aims and a productive, positive cultural identity 
can be developed within the community. Frontline SmS and Ushahidi, to name two 
prominent organisations, have entered the field using a participatory model that stresses 
the importance of  cultural identity of  local communities and of  democratisation and 
participation at all levels.163

sisi ni amani uses mobile technology as a tool for civic education, civic engagement, 
and dialogue to help Kenyans realize their common needs irrespective of  political 
divides. The organisation worked proactively to make mobile technology a leading 
tool in ensuring a peaceful and participatory election process in 2013 and in violence 
prevention. una hakika, again in Kenya, was launched by The Sentinel Project to act 
as an information service to provide subscribers with neutral, accurate information in 
response to rumors that arise in the Tana Delta. most of  the communication for this 
initiative takes place through SmS as well as voice calls and the engagement of  volunteer 
community ambassadors. People who hear rumors can report them by sending a toll-free 
SMS to a short code, which acts as a rumor verification service. Once Una Hakika receives 
a report about a rumor, the project team goes into action to verify it and report its nature 
back to the community. This process involves gathering a lot of  information from various 
different sources and trying to make sense of  it while mapping subsequent reports of  
rumors to see how they develop and flow through the area. WikiRumours is the purpose-
built software for managing the Una Hakika workflow.

Examples of  C4D interventions that are focused on providing information within 
crisis contexts include BBC media Action / Internews large scale C4D intervention 
- the infoasaid programme, which gathered lessons and resources on community 
communication in emergencies. Other examples see the use of  social media as a platform 
for C4D in Peacebuilding. The Kenyan Red Cross uses social media sites to identify and 
respond to misinformation and rumors to effectively restore order. “During a recent 
fire at Kisumu airport, for example, there were many inaccurate reports about what was 
happening – and so many tweets. We were able to respond immediately with the accurate 
information via twitter before people panicked,” says one team member164. 

Keeping in mind, again, the different phases of  conflict and thinking particularly 
about conflict prevention, peace factory in Israel is a viral campaign on Facebook that 
encourages people to post messages of  love and friendship across conflict barriers (Israel-
Iran, Palestine-Israel, Pakistan-Israel, America-Iran, etc), while shoot your identity in 
lebanon encouraged young people to film and submit a short video on Youtube to 
not only talk about their understanding of  their identities, but also about the stories of  
their community, neighbours, families, and friends. In the videos, young people showed 
their homes, their communities, and the places most important to them. They talked 
about their families, their friends, their hobbies. They explored their own ethnicities and 
religions while commenting on identity divides in their country. In each video submission, 
young people filmed a small glimpse into their lives and told the camera. The submissions 
were varied and diverse, but overall they demonstrated that many youth in Lebanon want 
to find common ground with other groups. 

A growing sphere within the field of  ICTs for peacebuilding is that of  videogame 
platforms. A few examples include The sambas: a peace game, a digital and mobile 
game that teaches young people the attitudes needed for non-violent, harmonious living 
through cartoon scenarios. Games that challenge attitudes are also similar to games that 
focus on teaching a set of  values and skills that promotes peaceful actions. country x 
is a game that simulates nonviolent struggles to win freedom and secure human rights. 
It teaches skills through complex role-playing that models real-world experiences and 
allows players to devise strategies, apply tactics, and see the results. peace maker takes a 
similar approach, but applied to one specific real-world context: the Arab-Israeli conflict. 
The game challenges players to take the role of  either the Israeli Prime minister or the 
Palestinian Prime minister, and play out decisions based on real events in an attempt to 
broker peace.

5.4.7. Other avenues of  communication
NATIONAL DIALOGUES 
National dialogues have also been an avenue for peacebuilding and participation. Rios 

management ISCRAm 2008: Special Session on ICT For Peace> [accessed 1 June 2016].
163  Oatley, 2011
164  See full case study in C4D in Peacebuilding Resource Guide, C4D Network (UNICEF, April 2016)
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recounts the experience of  the Basque social forum held in 2013:
‘More than 700 people took part in two sessions, with 12 international experts speaking on subjects 

such as disarmament, reintegration of  prisoners, human rights, and dealing with the past, memory and 
reconciliation� The organisers opened different channels of  participation so that all interested people and 
groups could contribute. In addition to the event’s web page, there was intensive work on social networks 
like Twitter and Facebook� The experience and knowledge that international experts brought was crucial 
for helping to define solutions and overcome obstacles’165.

This led to the inclusion of  new ideas in the process and, rather than driving an alternative 
process, urged institutions and political parties to generate more spaces to interact with 
civil society. As a result of  the forum, issues that were not previously included gained 
a place in the agenda and cooperation between people espousing different ideologies 
was achieved166. Another example of  this type of  contextually sensitive approach to local 
media environments is offered by Interpeace, which points to the work of  voz di paz in 
Guinea-Bissau, where dialogue spaces and radios have worked together to educate citizens 
to a culture of  peace and civic tasks in a coherent way, while tailoring their approach to 
each local/sub-national reality.167 A media platform could be set-up to support peace 
processes and to play this role of  providing a platform for public conversation and 
peacebuilding; Radio okapi in the DRC is another example of  this type of  platform, 
put into place by the UN with Fondation Hirondelle. The range of  other Peacebuilding 
UN radios should also be noted within this field. 

RITUALS
Ritual as a C4D in Peacebuilding platform played a very important role in breaking the 

cycle of  violence after the mozambican civil war, where cleansing rituals were used 
to allow members of  communities who had fought for the opposing side - and even 
committed atrocities against their own communities - to return to their communities. 
Rituals are also at the heart of  fambul Tok’s process in Sierra Leone. Reconciliation 
ceremonies based on local traditions have proven effective at repairing social bonds 
after war - though at a cost to participants’ individual wellbeing. Importantly, fire-side 
truth-telling, cleansing ceremonies and communal feasts are preceded by consultation 
and training phases, and followed up with reinforcement activities that are part of  an 
integrated programme.168.

EDUTAINMENT AND PARTICIPATION THROUGH ART
UNICEF and SFCG Yemen use puppet shows to directly engage children and 

their parents with interpersonal violence as a driver of  conflict. Puppet characters can 
bring verbal and corporal violence into conversation because they are exempt from the 
expectations of  social norms by their ‘fictional’ status. If  people participate in a dialogue 
around violence they can become more competent in thinking critically about sources of  
conflict. A similar approach was used by UNICEF in the Philippines, where participatory 
forms of  art including puppetry and painting were used with internally-displaced 
adolescents in mindanao. This art for development programme targeted out-of-school 
youth who lived in an internally-displaced people’s camp where stigma and discrimination 
between different ethno-linguistic groups led to recurrent episodes of  bullying. Through 
the activities, the youths worked together to create various types of  art works. This created 
a new network of  friendships and contributed to establish more positive relationships 
between adolescents across the camp.

CITIZEN JOURNALISm
This is still a relatively unexplored method in the field of  C4D but one that is slowly 

taking ground. In relation to peacebuilding, pul-e-Jawan (Bridges of  youth) is an 
example of  a citizen journalism platform and ongoing exchange of  ideas for young 
people involved in media in Afghanistan, Pakistan and India. By facilitating an exchange 

165  Rios, P. (2014) Basque Country. Experiences of  the Social Forum to invigorate peace. Accord 25, 40-
43 (p.25)

166  Rios, P. (2014) Basque Country. Experiences of  the Social Forum to invigorate peace. Accord 25, 
40-43

167  Interpeace and voz di Paz, Local Infrastructures For Peace In Guinea-Bissau: The Contribution Of  
The Regional Spaces For Dialogue To Peacebuilding, Peacebuilding In Practice #3 (Interpeace and 
voz di Paz, 2015) <http://www.interpeace.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/2015_11_25_Local_
Infrastructures_for_Peace_in_Guinea-Bissau.pdf> [accessed 2 June 2016].

168  Jacobus Cilliers et al., Reconciling After Civil Conflict Increases Social Capital But Decreases 
Individual Well-Being (Science, 2016) <http://science.sciencemag.org/content/352/6287/787> 
[accessed 2 June 2016].
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between citizen journalists from these three countries and providing a platform to discuss 
issues usually ignored in the debate about security, NGO Internews aims to create a 
paradigm shift in the discussions about peace and reconciliation in the region. ground 
views, in Sri Lanka, is a website by citizen-journalists that offers alternative perspectives 
on governance, human rights, peace building and other issues. The site is credited with 
being the only source for controversial topics linked to the conflict and the only media 
outlet regularly challenging attitudes towards peace and conflict.

KNOWLEDGE BUILDING
Within this area, Equal Access’ life skills radio programme naya nepal is described as 

‘an inspiring and information-packed half-hour that educates its listeners on the basics of  
peace, rule of  law, human rights, gender and minority balance in politics, justice, security, 
voting, and many other hallmarks of  a strong, stable, and representative government’, 
notes Oatley.169 UNICEF Liberia’s peacebuilding curriculum – introduced through the 
Learning with Radio platform during the Ebola crisis – was similarly founded upon 
building knowledge and awareness of  national conflict issues.

lIMITING DANGEROUS SPEECH
The Dangerous Speech Project in Kenya has helped to create a clear definition of  hate 

speech, which teaches people how to recognise this dangerous practice and recommends 
the best ways to limit it. The project, run by the World Policy Institute (WPI), has worked to 
provide tools that reconceptualise speech categories in a way that pinpoints which speech 
is dangerous – and why – in conflict prone situations. Additionally, the project focuses on 
recommending best practices for limiting dangerous speech without curbing freedom of  
expression. This initiative has supported and strengthened the efforts of  Kenyan media 
and civil society to use communication for peace. The primary activities have included 
using the “Dangerous Speech methodology” (developed by WPI) to work with selected 
Kenyan NGOs, media, and government agencies to define narrower categories of  
inflammatory speech and to find the least speech-restrictive ways of  discouraging it. This 
project has helped key stakeholders in Kenya create and internalise a clearer definition 
of  hate speech and has designed a system for monitoring and classifying such speech. 
Additionally, it has advised relevant stakeholders on the most effective and least restrictive 
means to limit hate speech. Another key contribution has been towards making audiences 
more aware of  what dangerous speech is and how entrepreneurs of  violent speech can 
manipulate groups. This project worked to train monitors of  the media Council of  Kenya 
and Ushahidi on dangerous speech frameworks for classifying dangerous speech170.

All the examples discussed here show the wide range of  applications that media 
and communication channels can have in different realities and phases of  conflict. 
Communication for Development allows us to tailor approaches and interventions in 
ways that are effective for and sensitive to each context and groups, selecting the right 
strategy and platform on the bases of  the analysis of  conflict drivers and phase. 

169  P. Woodrow & N. Oatley, Practical Approaches to Theories of  Change (Conflict, Security, and Justice 
Part I, 2013).

170  L. Kogan, Communication for Peacebuilding Priority Grant Program Learning Group Report (USIP, 
2012).
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This overview of  the C4D in Peacebuilding sector leads us towards a reflection 
on a number of  concluding points that encapsulate the current state of  the field.

COmmUNICATION IS ESSENTIAL TO BUILDING PEACE
Communication is an essential element of  peacebuilding. Successful peacebuilding 

creates and sustains changes in human behaviour and psychology; a country remains at 
peace because the key parties keep choosing peace. If  correctly designed and implemented, 
communication strategies have the power to persuade them to make that choice. Too 
often, however, communication’s potential is not realised, because it is practiced in an 
unsystematic and unstrategic manner. many communication programmes rely on glib 
marketing paradigms and lack a clear focus on objectives, an evidence base and a theory 
of  change that links context to aims, strategy, and tactics.

C4D responses are required to complement and contribute to macro level and sector-
specific peacebuilding interventions. Non-C4D responses include ensuring that basic 
social services are managed and delivered in a conflict-sensitive, equitable and accountable 
way. They also aim at addressing grievances related to how these services are managed, 
distributed or accessed by different groups in order to minimise the triggers of  violence 
in resource constrained, fragile and conflict-affected environments. Additionally, they are 
designed to build the capacity of  individuals to tackle the underlying causes of  the conflict 
and to alleviate the negative impact of  violent conflict on the population.

mODELS AND STRATEGIES
The role of  Communication for Development, in alignment with sector service 

delivery and as a cross-cutting strategy, is central to peacebuilding and has its own 
specific contribution to make. Through a range of  innovative media & communication 
channels and platforms, C4D in Peacebuilding enhances governance, social accountability 
and state-society relations by providing systematic engagement mechanisms that allow 
communities (including young people) to participate in plans and decisions related to their 
lives. This process ensures that services are more relevant and accessible; commitments 
on programme implementation are monitored, and citizens have their voices heard and 
responded to by policy makers in relation to their grievances and demands. Community 
engagement strategies facilitated by C4D also make a critical contribution to social 
cohesion by channeling community energies into positive action, providing space for 
dialogue, cooperation, and for building positive relations among and across different 
social groups. 

Through an effective use of  C4D, peacebuilding actors can persuade key parties to 
keep choosing peace� Several models guide us in C4D in peacebuilding. The first is the 
socio-ecological model� This maps patterns of  influence and sites of  change at the 
Individual and Family; Interpersonal and Community; Institutional; and Policy/Structural 
levels. The second particularly important model is the unicef Lifecycle approach, 
which highlights generational differences. These models help us understand our contexts 
and audiences.

UNICEF uses four main c4d approaches: Behaviour Change Communication, Social 
Change Communication, Social mobilisation, and Advocacy. Decisions about these 
models and approaches help structure intervention design. There are a wide range of  

secTion 6: concLusions
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strategies available, including dialogue-based, amplification, edutainment, information 
and knowledge building and development strategies. These can in turn be implemented 
through a range of  media and non-media platforms and channels, employing techniques 
such as participatory communication, interpersonal communication and mass media, as 
well as community media communication.

RECOmmENDATIONS
Communication is essential to peacebuilding, but too often errors in planning and 

implementation mean that the potential of  communication is not realised. While 
the evidence base is still developing, our knowledge and awareness of  the field has 
grown substantially. We can distill that knowledge into a number of  core principles 
for practitioners that will greatly increase changes of  success thanks to the models, 
approaches and strategies presented in this document. Further advice for conducting 
and understanding communication for peacebuilding is contained in  ‘UNICEF C4D in 
Peacebuilding Toolkit’.

Practitioners implementing C4D in Peacebuilding interventions must be strategic and 
disciplined in setting out what change they hope to see and how they mean to get there. 
They must understand the audience they are trying to reach through research, and analyse 
drivers and dynamics of  conflict for each individual reality. They must examine what 
works and adapt programmes that have worked elsewhere. They must build networks 
of  implementing expertise and remain open to all the options. They must evaluate 
consistently and share and communicate results.

NEED FOR A SOLID EvIDENCE BASE
There is an increasing volume of  evidence on how to communicate effectively in the 

context of  violent conflict. Yet, the lack of  a clear theoretical framework around C4D in 
Peacebuilding ad that of  a methodological approach for documentation of  these types 
of  projects makes this evidence hard to retrieve. We have begun to conduct rigorous 
evaluations of  different aspects of  communication for development, and there are an 
increasing number of  such studies in communication for peacebuilding. many case studies 
of  good practice are now available, especially through the work of  non-governmental 
organisations and UN agencies that employ media and communication strategies to 
complement their peacebuilding work. 

This evidence base, however, must continue to develop in a coordinated and conceptually 
driven manner, as the lack of  defined notions that apply to the C4D in Peacebuilding field 
have not favoured the its collection under a common denominator. There is presently a 
strong need to develop a solid evidence base that allows us to learn from past experience 
and strengthen future interventions. Evaluations are challenging but they remain critical 
to all future communication for peacebuilding work; bringing these efforts together and 
reflecting on the data can provide us with the crucial opportunity to see what has worked 
successfully and develop a stronger C4D in Peacebuilding design for future programming.
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